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EDITOR’S PROFILE of this issue 
from a historical perspective …  

with Paul Wesling, SF Bay Area Council GRID editor (2004‐2014) 
 
June, 1961: 
Cover: The model of a log‐periodic antenna array, above, and the 

actual installation in New Zealand.  This one covers the HF and 
VHF bands.  More details on p. 10. 

p. 26: With the manned space program gearing up, a lot of interest is 
developing in the Mercury program.  In this photo, local 
engineers show a disconnect fuse for the capsule’s retro‐rocket. 

p. 32: Wayne Amacher moves to the Bay Area as an IRE member.  
Wayne becomes active in various chapters and at the Section 
level over the years; he and I worked on several projects 
together.  James (Jim) Gabbert joins IRE.  He owned and ran 
several radio stations, including KPEN.  We students at Stanford 
in the ‘60’s enjoyed his early experimental transmissions of FM 
stereo, with a steam locomotive entering softly from the left, 
gaining speed (and volume) as it approached the center, and 
then exiting right with its whistle lowering in pitch due to doppler 
shift.   
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BANDWIDTH WITH HIGH EFFICIENCY

rA 126
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HIGHEST POWER TWT

The VA-126 has 500 Me bandwidth and excel
lent phase stability. These are desirable charac
teristics for pulse-to-pulse frequency changes, 
phase coding, chirping (frequency changes with
in the pulse), and electronically-steerable 
antenna arrays.

Varian’s unrivaled capability in the 
development of advanced microwave 
tubes is at your service. For further 
data on the VA-126, write Tube Div.

The VA-126 produces 3 MW peak and 5 KW 
average power, from 5.4 to 5.9 kMc. Gain, 35db; 
efficiency, 30%. Self-centering in electromagnet. 
Liquid cooled.

Varian Associates’ new VA-126 pulse power 
amplifier traveling wave tube is particularly 
well-suited for advanced coherent radar systems 
employing frequency agility. With high gain and 
high efficiency over the full bandwidth, the tube 
offers a newstandard in transmitter performance.

VA-126 TWT
3 MW Peak
5 KW Average
5.4 to 5.9 kMc

40 h
HO

Subsidiaries:
BOMAC LABORATORIES, INC.
VARIAN ASSOCIATES OF CANADA, LTD.
S-F-D LABORATORIES, INC.
SEMICON ASSOCIATES, INC.
SEMICON OF CALIFORNIA, INC.
VARIAN A. G. (SWITZERLAND)
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DESIGN WITH
ARNOLD 6T CORES...
SAME-DAY SHIPMENT OF
STANDARD DELTAMAX CORE SIZES

test specifications for resistance to 
vibration and shock . . . guaranteed 
also to meet military specifications 
for operating temperatures. The 6T 
hermetic casing method is extra 
rigid to protect against strains.

Let us supply your requirements. 
Full data (Bulletin TC-101A and 
Supplements) on request. • Write 
The Arnold Engineering Company, 
Main Office and Plant, Marengo, 111.

ADDRESS DEPT. TG-6

^ARNOLD 
SPECIALISTS In MAGNETIC MATERIALS

LOS ANGELES, Office: 3450 Willhire Blvd. DUnkirk 8-0361

Arnold 6T tape cores (aluminum- 
cased and hermetically-sealed) 
offer you three very important de
sign advantages. One: Maximum 
compactness, comparable to or 
exceeding that previously offered 
only by plastic-cased cores. Two: 
Maximum built-in protection 
against environmental hazards. 
Three: Require no supplementary 
insulation prior to winding and can 
be vacuum impregnated after 
winding.

Now we’ve added a fourth vital 
advantage: Maximum availability. 
An initial stock of approximately

20,000 Deltamax 1, 2 and 4-mil 
tape cores in the proposed El A 
standard sizes (See AIEE Publica
tion No. 430) is ready on ware
house shelves for your conveni
ence. From this revolving stock, 
you can get immediate shipment 
{the same day order is received) on 
cores in quantities from proto
type lots to regular production re
quirements.

Use Arnold 6T cores in your 
designs for improved performance 
and reduced cost. They’re guaran
teed against 1000-volt breakdown 
. . . guaranteed to meet military
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Rantec Corporation • Calabasas, California

A rose by any other name ... etc., etc., etc. I 
Shakespeare, we finally realized, was right. i 
In the depths of the night quite recently, 
we recalled, with not a modicum of horror, 
those first disastrous days when we were 
trying to put a name to the corporation 
now known as Rantec. “It's gotta have 
'micro' in it," an officer high on the ech
elon (there were three of us at the time) 
claimed, “without ‘micro’ we just ain't in 
the electronics business ’’ “Well, we’re 
not, really,’’ some wretched iconoclast put 
forth, “has anybody seen a contract around 
here yet?”
Having gotten rid of him, we settled down 
to facts, or some semblance thereof. R for 
radomes, ANT for antennas, EC for elec
tronic components. RANTEC. Fabulous. 
Meaningful. Easy to say with your mouth 
full. And it was truly valid for about three 
and a half days. Although we still make 
antennas (and quite a number, if the truth 
be known), Rantec is now involved up to 
its neck in ferrite devices, multiplexers, 
waveguide components and microwave
sub-systems. See what we mean.
The upshot of this entire thing has been a 
little game called “Pin the Tail on the Elec
tronic Firm” which has succeeded in pull
ing our senior research engineers away 
from the ping pong table and our techni
cians away from the chessboard. The amaz
ing thing is that the game has no prizes 
and nobody wins. Of course, nobody loses 
either which might or might not mean 
something. The rules are simple: name a 
fictional electronic firm. Although, as we 
said, there are no prizes, no one can deny 
us the right of picking our favorites. Try 
these on for size. (1) HydroPeptic, manu
facturers of irrigation equipment; (2) 
Macroneurotic and its wholly-owned 
subsidiary. Frustronics, which provide 
problems instead of solutions; and (3) 
Myoptics, Inc. which designs and develops 
complete systems with equally complete 
obsolescence.
If first prize there were to be, it must be 
awarded to one of our brilliant electronic 
engineers who thought it might be wise to 
open up a second-hand hardware com
pany in Culver City, California, and call 
it the Used Tool Company.
Any engineer on the outside who might 
have a smattering of knowledge about 
microwave theory or antennas or electron
ics of various orders and who might or 
might not want a job can join in the fun. 
Send your answer to Rantec Corporation, 
Calabasas, California. Rantec. That’s 
pretty funny, right there.
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Scale model of an h-f horizontally 
polarized log-periodic antenna and its 
real counterpart located at Christchurch, 
New Zealand, are illustrated on the 
cover. Engineering and construction 
were handled by Granger Associates, 
Palo Alto.

Individuals are Dr. Ray Justice, head 
of the Granger antenna and microwave 
components group; and Charles E. Phil-

POSTMASTER PLEASE 
SEND FORM 3579 TO: 
P. O. BOX 1)93, SAN 
MATEO, CALIFORNIA

SECOND-CLASS POST
AGE PAID AT SAN 
FRANCISCO, CALIF.

board

lips, project engineer. Justice described 
the installation at a PGAP meeting May 
10, reviewed on page 10.

Phillips, who took a leading role in 
the development and mechanical work, 
and supervised the installation, is visi
ble to sharp-eyed readers at the foot 
of the left-hand mast, a spot corre
sponding to that indicated at his right 
hand in the picture of the model.

SUBSCRIPTION- $2.00 
(SECTION MEMBERS); 
$4.00 (NON-MEMBERS) 
$5.00 (FOREIGN) PER 
ANNUM.

b e r

SECTION MEMBERS: 
SEND ADDRESS 
CHANGES TO IRE NA
TIONAL HEADQUAR
TERS, 1 EAST 79 
STREET, NEW YORK 21, 
N Y. OTHERS TO P O. 
BOX 1193, SAN MA
TEO, CALIFORNIA.

volume

OFFICE OF PUBLICA
TION: 394 PACIFIC 
AVE., FIFTH FLOOR, 
SAN FRANCISCO

section office
Manager—Grace Pacak

Suite 110, Whelan Bldg., 701 Welch Road, 
Palo Alto, DA 1-1332

section officers
Chairman—Donald A. Dunn

Eitel-McCullough, Inc., San Carlos
Vico Chairman—Stanley F. Kaisel

Microwave Electronics, 4061 Transport, Palo Alto
Secretary—Peter D. Lacy

Wiltron Co., 717 Loma Verde, Palo Alto 
Treasurer—Charles Siisskind

Cory Hall, University of California, Berkeley 4
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Oscilloscope

COMMON TO BOTH SYSTEMS
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Direct Current Saturation
Threshold:

% ampere.
Maximum Breakdown Voltage
Rating:

600 volts, with thumb slide closed.

At 10 ma/mv—about 230 cps at 3 db 
down (5% tilt of 35 microsecond 
square pulse).

Maximum Current Rating:
15 amperes peak-to-peak.

$235 
$ 90 
$ 75 
$160 
$ 15

A second system comprises the P6016 AC 
Current Probe with a Passive Termination. 
Although less versatile, this system provides 
for observation and measurement of current 
waveforms at frequencies to approximately 20 
me with a 30-mc oscilloscope.

The P6016 AC Current Probe and Type I3l 
Amplifier constitute a current-detecting system 
for use with your Tektronix Oscilloscope. This 
system provides accurate displays for observa
tion and measurement of current waveforms. 
Current range extends from less than one milli
amp to 15 amps. Passband, with a 30-mc 
oscilloscope, is 50 cps to approximately 17 me.

of 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 ma/div ... 0.1, 
0.2, 0.5, and 1 amp/div, accurate with
in 3%. Continuous uncalibrated ad
justment is possible by using variable 
control on the oscilloscope.

TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES- A buquerque. N Me«. • Atlanta, Ga. • Baltimore (Towson) Md. • Boston (Lexington) Mass. • Buffalo. N Y. • Chicagr 
~— .....-------Village) Mich. • End cott (Endwell) N.Y • Greensboro. N.C • Houston Texas • lno<anapoiis. Ind. • Kansas Gt

Sensitivity with 50 mv/div
Oscilloscope Input:

1 ma/div basic sensitivity. Ten-posi
tion switch provides calibrated steps

Noise:
Equivalent to a 100-microampere 
peak-to-peak input signal.

Risetime (with Type K or L Plug-In 
Unit in a Type 540-Series 
Oscilloscope):

20 nanoseconds (approximately 17 me 
at 3 db down).

Low-frequency Response: 
50 cps at 3 db down.

Maximum Current Rating: 
15 amperes peak-to-peak.

Power Requirements:
105-125 volts ac, approximately X 
watt at 117 v.

TYPE P6016 and TYPE 131 SYSTEM
TYPE P6016 and PASSIVE TERMINATION SYSTEM 
Type P6016, purchased separately
Type 131, purchased separately
Passive Termination, purchased separately  

f.o.b. factory

P6016 and PASSIVE TERMINATION SYSTEM

Sensitivity:
Either 2 or 10 milliamps per millivolt 
of oscilloscope sensitivity, accurate 
within 3%.

Risetime (with Type K or L Plug-In
Unit in a Type 540-Series
Oscilloscope):

18 nanoseconds (approximately 20 me 
at 3 db down).

Low-Frequency Response:
At 2 ma/mv—about 850 cps at 3 db 
down (5% tilt of 10 microsecond 
square pulse).

Insertion Impedance:
About 0.003 Q at 1 kc—increasing as 
a function of frequency—with typically 
1 pf capacitance between the con
ductor and probe case.

Long narrow shape and convenient thumb 
control make the P6016 easy to use. Just place 
probe slot over conductor and close slide with 
thumb—no direct electrical connection is re
quired. Wiping action keeps core surfaces 
clean. Loading introduced is so light that it 
can almost always be disregarded.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES now exist at Tektronix In 
the following fields: Instrument design, Circuit design 
and engineering, Cathode-ray tubes, Electron physics. 
Solid state and semiconductor devices. For Information 
write to Irving Smith, Professional Placement.

Tektronix, Inc.
PALO ALTO FIELD OFFICE

3944 Fabian Way • Palo Alto, California
DAvenport 6-8500 I

jo (Park Ridge) HI. • Cleveland. Ohio • Dallas. Texas • Oa»t>\Cr-’ I 
Dc-n»er. Cdo. • Detroit (Lathrup Village) Mich. • End cott (Endwell) N.Y • Greensboro. N.C • Houston Texas • Indranapohs.'lnd. • Kansas City (Mission) Kan • Los Angeles. Calif. Area (East Los A-;- -- | 
Encino • West Los Angeics) • Minneapolis. Minn. • Montreal. Quebec. Canada • New York City Area (Albertson. L I.. N.Y • Slamford. Conn • Union. N.J.) • Orlando. Fla • Philadelphia. Pa • Pnoenix (ScdtsisOI 
Pojgnxeeps.e. N Y. • San Diego. CaM. • San Francisco (Palo Alto) Calif. . St. Petersburg. Fla. • Syracuse. N.Y • Toronto (Willowdale) Ont. Canada • Wash.ngton. D C. (Annandale. Va).
TEKTRONIX ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES: Hawthorne Electronics. Portland. Oregon • Seattle. Washington Tektronix is represented in twenty overseas countries by qualified engineering orgr .’f I 
In Europe please write Tektronix Inc., Victoria Ave . St. Sampsons. Guernsey C.I.. for the address of the Tektronix Representative in your count’! I

1961 I

E C I F I C A T I O 

P6016 and TYPE 131 SYSTEM



dividuality
alone is not a true measure
of an engineer’s creativeness
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The name you know is the place to grow!
All qualified applicants considered, regardless of race, creed, color or national origin.

RCA
WEST COAST

Call collect or write: 
Mr. T. M. Ripley 
EMpire 4-6485 

8500 Balboa Blvd.
Dept. 261-G

Van Nuys, California

KA DIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
WEST COAST MISSILE AND SURFACE RADAR DIVISION

Of course, it helps a bit.
But we’re not asking you to jog around the neighborhood in Bermuda 

shorts or a souped up Model A to prove you can think for yourself. If, 
however, this somehow stimulates your thinking process, be our guest.

The main point is, RCA West Coast does not believe an engineer’s crea
tive abilities fit a specific pattern. Some of our engineers are conformists. 
Some are not. Some are individualists. Some are not. But these prime 
creative qualities they all share—courage, competence, optimism, and the 
ability to work together as a team. Solving difficult engineering problems. 
Right now we’re looking for these able additions to this group:

Advanced Systems Engineers, Development and Design Engi
neers, and Project Engineers, with experience in these areas: Elec
tronic Countermeasures, Data Processing and Computer Systems, 
and Missile Ground Support Systems.

Interested in the brightness of your future at RCA West Coast? If so, 
check the box at the right.



MEETING CALENDAR
8:00 P.M.

Tuesday, June 278:00 P.M.

Wednesday, June 218:00 P.M.

reporters
Wednesday, June 218:00 P.M.

SYL-
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Reliability & Quality Control

(Joint meeting with PGSET)

"Space Electronics"
Speaker: Harry R. Powell, reliability coordinator, Space Technology Labs

Place: Room 101, Physics Lecture Hall, Stanford University

Dinner: 6:00 P.M., Woodlands Restaurant, Stanford Shopping Center

Reservations: Marcie Muca, YO 8-621 1, Ext. 2282, by noon, June 21

Communications Systems 8:00 P.M. • Tuesday, June 20

Time Delay and Echo Problems with Satellite Communication Systems" 
Speakers: Dr. Larry Hunter and James Stewart, GTE Labs

Place: Room 126, H-P Wing, Electronics Research Lab, Stanford University 

Dinner: 6:00 P.M., The Red Shack, 4085 El Camino Way, Palo Alto 

Reservations: Donna Jean Harapet, RE 9-2344

"Logical Synthesis and Fabrication of Cryotron Networks" 

Speaker: John Bremer, G.E. Computer Lab, Mountain View 

Place: Building 202, LMSD, 3251 Hanover Street, Palo Alto 

Dinner: 6:00 P.M., The Red Shack, 4085 El Camino Way, Palo Alto 
Reservations: None required

Space Electronics & Telemetry

(Joint meeting with PGRQC, see above)
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wescon news
PUBLICATION POLICY

Fundamentally, the objective of the 
WESCON technical program is to present 
at WESCON the best possible technical 
papers by the best possible technical 
people. A second objective is to docu
ment and disseminate these papers to 
the widest possible audience.

To meet the second objective, it is 
planned to help get as many as possi
ble of the technical papers presented 
at WESCON published in recognized 
technical journals at the earliest pos
sible date. Particular encouragement 
will be given to authors to publish 
either in the Proceedings of the IRE or 
in one of the IRE Professional Group 
Transactions. Also, it is planned to make 
available both during WESCON and 
for a brief period after WESCON, pre
prints of the technical papers which 
have been orally presented in order to 
fill the gap between the time of oral 
presentation and formal written pub
lication.

To help meet the first objective, the 
WESCON Board has decided not to pub
lish a Convention Record. The Conven
tion Record as it existed in 1959 and 
1960 consisted of a written record of 
papers presented orally at WESCON.

These papers were not subject to edi
torial review or to any of the very im
portant technical criteria for publication 
which is common to all good technical 
publications Nevertheless, the IRE jour
nals and other technical media some
times considered the Convention Record 
papers eqivalent to prior publication 
Therefore, those authors who had good 
technical papers suitable for written as 
well as oral presentation were pre
vented from utilizing normal technical 
publication channels by having their 
papers appear in a "Record." As a re
sult, many of the best papers were 
never submitted to WESCON but were 
submitted only for written publication 
in technical journals in order for the 
author to get the maximum technical 
recognition.

It is present WESCON policy to ask 
each author whose paper is selected for 
presentation at WESCON to submit the 
full text of his paper, including illustra
tions, if any, in a form suitable for pre
printing. Simultaneously, each author 
will be encouraged to prepare his paper 
in a form suitable for publication with 
preference given to publication in an 
IRE journal, and those found suitable 
for publication by either the Proceedings 
or the Transactions will be published in 
the normal way.

SFS: WILLIAM LUEBKE, EITEL-McCUL- 
LOUGH, SAN CARLOS

EBSS: JOHN LAVRISCHEFF, LAWRENCE 
RADIATION LABORATORY 

HUGH GRAY (PHOTOGRAPHY) 
HUGH GRAY CO.

PGA: STANLEY OLESON, STANFORD 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

PGAP; TETSU MORITA, STANFORD RE
SEARCH INSTITUTE

PGB: H W. CRANBERRY, GENERAL 
ELECTRIC CO.

PGBME: HARMON H. WOODWORTH, 
STANFORD RESEARCH INSTITUTE

PGCS; KENNETH P. PATTERSON, SPER
RY GYROSCOPE CO., SUNNYVALE

PGCT; R. C. KIESSLING, in LABORA
TORIES

PGEC: JOHN BOYSEN, LOCKHEED
PGED: RICHARD BORGHI, HANSEN 

MICROWAVE LABORATORY
PGEM: LEONARD M. JEFFERS, 

VANIA EDL
PGEWS: DOUGLAS DUPEN, ASSOCI

ATED TECHDATA, INC., PALO ALTO
PGI: LES BURLINGAME, LENKURT 

ELECTRIC CO.
PGIT: CHARLES DAWSON, PHILCO 

WDL
PGMIL: JEROME J. DOVER, AMPEX 

MILITARY PRODUCTS CO.
PGMTT: FRANK BARNETT, HEWLETT- 

PACKARD CO.
PGPEP: W. DALE FULLER, LOCKHEED 

OLOF LANDECK, ELECTRO 
ENGINEERING WORKS

PGRFI: R G. DAVIS, LOCKHEED MSD
PGRQC: RUDY CAZANJIAN, SYLVA

NIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
PGSET: ROBERT D. BAKER, GRANGER 

ASSOCIATES
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA: D. J. 

ANGELAKOS, CORY HALL, BERKE
LEY 4

HISTORIAN: WILLIAM R. PATTON, 
VARIAN ASSOCIATES, PALO ALTO 

production staff
ASSOCIATE EDITOR: MARY HAYLOCK 
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS:

EMMA SCARLOTT, MARJORIE SILVA
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but have not yet taken responsibility 
for helping operate your local Section 
of the IRE, I would like to say, try it. 
I think you will find it rewarding.

—DONALD A. DUNN, CHAIRMAN, 
SAN FRANCISCO SECTION

from chai r
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As 1961 comes to a close, I would 
like to take this opportunity to extend 
my personal appreciation and the ap
preciation of the entire membership to 
all those who have labored so diligently 
on Section affairs during the past year.

Your other Section officers and I all 
expressed the hope when we started the 
year that we would get to some new 
business this year. At the Section level, 
we have been concerned with at least 
three major areas of new business: 1) 
IRE relations with other societies and 
professional engineering legislation: 2) 
the problem of too many meetings; and 
3) the preservation of historical infor
mation and equipment related to the 
growth of electronics in the Bay Area.

We have made a start on all of these 
problems, but with the exception of the 
first item above, no final policy has 
been evolved. In the case of IRE re
lations with other societies and profes
sional engineering legislation, we are 
all indebted to Tony Siegman and John 
McCullough for the excellent report 
presented in the March 1961 Grid that 
summarizes the facts on this complex 
subject. As a Section we are not in a 
position to do more than keep our 
members informed in this area, so our 
policy is very simple, to do just this.

The problem of too many meetings 
has been studied, but we have not

been able to see any helpful new course 
of action here. Perhaps the best thing 
we can do as a Section and as individu
als is what we have been doing: do 
as good a job as possible on the meet
ings that we sponsor ourselves, such 
as WESCON and our local PG meetings, 
and limit participation in other activities 
to those we are sure will be effective.

In the historical committee under Earl 
Goddard's chairmanship, an excellent 
beginning has been made in Bay Area 
electronics history, and I believe we 
can look forward to a major effort in 
this area in the coming year.

Although we have made a little 
progress in new business this year, 
most of our efforts have been used in 
keeping things going from month to 
month, and I would like to commend all 
of the Section officers, directors, and 
committee members for their patient 
contributions during the oast year. Our 
professional office staff under Miss 
Grace Pacak has done an excellent job 
and made many contributions beyond 
the call of duty. The publications board 
under Peter Sherrill and Howard Zeidler 
and our Grid editor Frank Haylock have 
produced their usual excellent product.

I personally have enjoyed the job of 
being your chairman. To those of you 
that are new to our Section and to 
those of you who have been around,
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Harry Powell
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June 
two-speaker meeting

munications. Details are in the Calen
der, page 8.

The speakers will discuss the com
parative difficulties related to time de
lays and echoes for low-altitude and 
high-altitude satellite communications 
systems and will examine the trade-offs 
of solutions to the echo effects, par
ticularly with respect to synchronous 
satellites used for global communica
tions. Tape recordings will be used to 
demonstrate the effects on voice com
munications.

m e e 11 n g
BROADBANDING CHRISTCHURCH

Log-periodic antennas for h-f and vhf 
communications have been installed in 
New Zealand by Granger Associates— 
one of these being illustrated on the 
cover of this issue. These new applica
tions of the log-periodic antenna were 
emphasized in a discussion by Dr. Ray
mond Justice of Granger Associates at 
the May meeting of the San Francisco 
Chapter of PGAP. The title of Justice's 
discussion was, H-F and VHF Log-Pe
riodic Antennas.

The log-periodic antenna was first 
introduced by R. H. Du Humel and D. E 
Isbell in 1957. This antenna is a mem
ber of the class of frequency-indepen
dent antennas proposed by V. H. Rum
sey in 1957. Rumsey proposed an an
tenna of shape completely defined by 
angles as possessing pattern and im
pedance characteristics invariant with 
frequency.

The equiangular spiral antenna, in
troduced by J. Dryson and associates in 
1959, was conceived from this angle 
concept. Although it is limited in band
width by excitation limitations and end-

ahead
VOICE IN SPACE

20 will find PGCS staging a 
on satellite com-

meeting ahead
RELIABILITY PROBLEMS IN SPACE
Many new and unique problems are 

arising as the result of our ventures into 
space. One of the most severe of these 
is the reliability requirement which is 
an order of magnitude higher than what 
we have become accustomed to in the 
past. Meeting these requirements will 
demand the best that is in our engineer
ing, materials-application, manufactur
ing, and quality-control people. The na
ture of the new requirements and tech
niques for meeting them will be dis
cussed at the joint PGRQC/PGSET ses
sion June 21. See the Calendar, page 8, 
for particulars.

Harry R. Powell, the speaker, has 
two areas of responsibility at STL: One 
is as staff engineer for reliability for 
the Atlas program office, where he is 
responsible for the overall Atlas wea
pon system reliability. The second is as 
the STL reliability policy coordinator, 
where he has responsibility for gen
erating overall company policy on re
liability and attempting to achieve uni
formity of approach among the various 
groups working in reliability at STL.

He received his engineering degree 
from Duke University and has done 
graduate work at North Carolina State 
College, the University of Pittsburgh, 
and Boston University. His 16 years of 
industrial experience includes 12 years 
in the guided-missile field. He is active 
in several national organizations in
cluding the Institute, the Aerospace In
dustries Association, and the Operations 
Research Society of America.

He has been active in national sym
posia and seminars, having published 
approximately 15 papers, and is now a 
visiting lecturer at UCLA.

Radar master console for the civil jet Oakland -position at the FAA air-route 
traffic control center visited on the EBSS April field trip. Control position bandies 

enroute oceanic and southbound jet traffic —T. Hamm photo

!

effects, bandwidths of 20 or 30 to 1 
have been reported.

The log-periodic antenna is another 
approach to developing frequency-inde
pendent antennas or antennas possess
ing very broad frequency bandwidths. 
It is more accurately described as a 
pseudo-frequency-independent antenna 
because its shape departs from the an
gular defined model as proposed by 
Rumsey. It does, however, approximate 
the bandwidth characteristics of the 
spiral antenna. Bandwidths of 10 to 1 
or greater have been reported for log- 
periodic designs. The name log-periodic 
is derived from the fact that impedance 
characteristics and pattern coverage 
vary periodically with the logarithm of 
the frequency. This variation can be 
made small or negligible and the im
pedance and pattern functions are rela
tively invariant over a broad frequency 
range.

The log-periodic antenna structure 
has an unlimited number of configura
tions. Basic configurations are periodic 
tooth structures and periodic dipole ar
rays. The essential characteristic in the 
shape of the log-periodic antenna is 
that the length and width of conducting 
surfaces, and spacings between con
ducting surfaces, are defined by one 
or more logarithmic ratios and by one 
or more limiting angles.

Log-periodic antennas may be de
signed to provide omnidirectional, bi
directional, or unidirectional pattern cov
erage with either linear or circular po
larization. Applications of the log-pe
riodic antenna have been primarily in 
the uhf band.

Justice, in his discussion, reviewed 
this development and description of the 
log-periodic antenna. This review was 

(Continued on page 12)
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This quote is taken from a recent magazine article written about Huggins Labs. Already, approximately 

20% of the yearly company expenditures is allotted to Research and Development.

"The emphasis of the company in the past has been production-oriented, backed up by a fine 

development and techniques organization. This emphasis will continue in the future, but 

orientation is taking place to include a continually larger stress on R & D."
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Members Goddard (above) and Theis- 
ner (below) give close attention dining 
the May PG I meeting as Lenkurt De
velopment Engineer Jack Silver tells 
about the new universal test system, 
set tip to make 25 tests on a circuit 

board fresh from assembly line

MORE ANTENNAS

followed by the description of the use 
of periodic dipole arrays for h-f and 
vhf applications.

The periodic dipole array was intro
duced by Isbell in 1960. It is essentially 
a dipole array of progressively increas
ing element length and element spacing 
constructed such that adjacent lengths 
and spacings are related by a fixed 
logarithmic ratio. The lowest and high
est frequencies of operation determine 
the number and size of elements needed 
for acceptable broadband operation. 
Endfire, or unidirectional pattern cov
erage, is obtained in the direction of the 
input terminals by transposing a two- 
wire feed line between adjacent dipoie 
elements.

Justice described an h-f horizontally 
polarized design for short and medium 
length circuits as having typical pattern 
characteristics of 60 degree beamwidth, 
very low side lobes, and a constant ver
tical pointing angle over a 10-to-l 
bandwidth. This description refers to 
the Christchurch, New Zealand, instal
lation on the cover.

Justice also described a periodic di
pole array capable of radiating differ
ent polarizations over the full vhf band. 
This array is essentially two orthogonal 
periodic dipole arrays oriented for 
quadrature space phase. Polarization 
versatility is obtained by appropriate 
phasing in the transmission line con
necting the two arrays.

Justice concluded his talk emphasiz- 
the usefulness of takeoff angle or angle 
of arrival studies to h-f antenna design. 
One such theoretical study correlating 
variations of the ionosphere with dis-

; ■ h

trie Co for a business meeting and a 
talk by Clay Rasmussen, instrumentation 
development manager at Lenkurt.

PGI Chairman Nicholas Pappas, after 
opening the meeting, introduced Ras
mussen, whose topic was "Innovations 
in Test Instrumentation."

The problem facing Lenkurt, Ras
mussen explained, was to develop 
production test equipment and methods 
adaptable to the many different carrier 
systems it produces, and at the same 
time to set a pattern to guide future 
earner-system designs so adapters could 
be developed to accommodate all sys
tems to a common fest module. The 
object was to minimize production test
ing's share of the over-all cost.

To realize this ambition, the instru
mentation development group, together 
with various project engineers assigned 
to development of the then-embryo 
Type 81A exchange-trunk carrier sys
tem, conceived a universal test system 
using a single removable adapter 
module and associated jig for providing 
the special signals, amplification, filter
ing, control, and nodal connections. The 
universal portion of the system included 
the programmer, sequencer, a-c/d-c 
converter, adc, printer, visual readout, 
and programmable power supplies.

Specifications were written for the 
desired instrumentation and system con
cept, and an internal cost estimate was 
proposed. To compare costs of internally 
designing and constructing the system 
against employing outside instrumen
tation manufacturers, bids were invited 
from several companies. This resulted 
in selection of an outside concern to 
design and construct the universal por
tion of the system.

(Continued on page 14)

tribution of h-f receivers was described. 
This study, conducted at Stanford Re
search Institute by J. F. Cline, R. L. Tan
ner, and associates, was concerned with 
calculating the probability of frequency 
usage in air-ground h-f communication 
as a function of* takeoff angle. This 
study, as well as similarly directed 
studies conducted in the past and those 
surely to be conducted in the future, 
allow a more reasonable and valid h-f 
antenna design such that pattern cover
age is more effective and approaches 
the optimum coverage at each fre
quency of operation

Justice received a BS degree in math
ematics from Purdue University, and an 
MA degree in mathematics and a PhD 
degree in electrical engineering from 
Ohio State University.

He joined Granger Associates in De
cember, 1959, as supervisory engineer 
in charge of antenna and microwave 
development. In 1958 he was super
visor of research and development in 
the radiation research and development 
section at Convair division of General 
Dynamics. There he directed the design 
and development work in radomes, an
tennas, microwaves, solid-state elec
tronics, infrared and optics. From 1956 
to 1958 he was with Convair, working 
in the development of monopulse radar 
antennas and related projects. Justice 
is presently head of the antenna and 
microwave components group at Gran
ger Associates.

meeting review
CUTTING CARRIER COSTS

After dinner attended by 16 members 
at the Gold Platter restaurant, the PGI 
May meeting convened at Lenkurt Elec-

Components were in the spotlight in May, during the three-day Electronic Com- I 
ponents Conference. Shown above during registration are W. II7. Wablgren, ' 
Electro Engineering, one of the speakers on the program; Hugh C. Ross, Jennings p 
Radio, general chairman of the conference; and J. J. Halloran, also of Electro, I 

who served as a session chairman

'd
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FLORIDA

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC. p o
P.O. BOX 4277P. PATRICK AFB.

OGO-new advance in Space Technology Leadership
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration selected Space Technology Laboratories, Inc. to design and construe ree 
Orbiting Geophysical Observatories for scientific experiments to be conducted under direction of the Goddard Space Flig n 

These, the free world’s first production-line, multi-purpose satellites will bring new scope and economy to America sinves ,g . 
of the near earth and cislunar space environment. Each spacecraft in the OGO series will be capable of carrying up o 
scientific experiments in a single flight. This versatility will permit newly-conceived experiments to be flown ear ler an * 
previously possible. Savings will result from NASA’s application of standardized model structure, basic power suppy, a 
control, telemetry, and command systems to all OGO series spacecraft. Selection of STL to carry outthe °G° 7"
evidence of Space Technology Leadership, and exemplifies the continuing growth and diversification of ST pinrirfa
creates exceptional opportunity for the outstanding engineer and scientist, both in Southern California and m Central Florida 

Resumes and inquiries directed to Dr. R. C. Potter, Manager of Professional Placement and Development, at ei er 

receive careful attention.
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E. S. Kuh, associate professor at the 
University of California, Berkeley, wat 
the scheduled speaker at the J unePGCl 

meeting on parametric amplifiers
—Ken Smith photo

lennas for space environments. Such 
factors included the resistance of an
tenna materials to radiation, high vac
uum, micrometeorites, etc., as well as 
spacecraft antenna requirements for 
future time periods. The ground rules 
for the structural design of antennas 
were described to differ for space as 
compared to the earth and the earth's 
atmosphere. Antennas too fragile for 1 
atmospheric pressures can be con
structed to satisfy the reduced structural 
limitations of space environments.

Of particular interest was an import
ant breakthrough in the development 
of the pressure-erected unfurlable an
tenna—when a Lockheed engineer and 
his wife constructed an unfurlable an
tenna model with household aluminum 
foil. This idea was perfected for space 
environments by the development of 
plastic-coated aluminum sheets. The 
plastic coating was necessary to pre
vent depressurization by micro-meteor
ites.

Kennedy illustrated both simple and 
complex unfurlable antenna designs 
capable of producing pencil-beam pat
terns, wedge-shaped patterns, and 
omnidirectional patterns. These designs 
are conventional antenna types such as 
linear arrays, reflector antennas, log- 
periodic antennas, etc., constructed for 
unfurlable packaging. The pressure- 
erected models were shown to be light
weight—such as an unfurled 8-ft 
log-periodic antenna held in midair by 
a single human hand.

In conclusion, Kennedy emphasized 
that while unfurlable antennas are not 
presently used on spacecraft in this 
country, in future years our space ar
madas will surely find application for 
these antennas. When these applications 
arise the speaker assured his audience 
that adequate designs will be available. 
Kennedy's talk was followed by a film 
presentation of the unfurlable antenna 
program at LMSD.

Kennedy received a BS degree in 
1949 from the Newark College of Engi-

(Continued on page 16)

system and other steps Lenkurt has 
taken toward improved production test 
instrumentation. Guides were engineers 
Vince Babin, Ernest Gilmore, Ted Davis, 
George Griffith, and Jack Silver, public 
information supervisor Doug Hayward 
assisted.

Among the stops en route was the 
standards laboratory, where Manager 
Les Burlingame described the functions.

Items shown in the factory were the 
carousel automatic coil winder, a semi
automatic capacitor hi-potting machine, 
and a high-speed capacitor grader.

Instrumentation Development Engi
neer Dale Arnold demonstrated the 
universal test system and answered 
questions on its circuitry and operation.

Comments from PGI members showed 
that Lenkurt's approach to this prob
lem is novel, and can be applied to 
other companies and their products

--- LES BURLINGAME

Just imagine this picture without June 
Andrews and you have the idea of the 
Lockheed unfurlable spherical antenna 
such as PGAP considered at its April 

meeting

MORE TESTING

From the nature of the first new prod
uct to be manufactured using the uni
versal test system, it was known that 
two system units would be high-volume 
and that a third would be medium
volume. This called for design of special 
test sets, or adapter modules, that could 
be plugged into the universal test sys
tem for performance of specific tests.

The control panel for the test system 
had to be simple, yet completely func
tional. Simplicity of controls and 
procedures would permit use of a pro
duction operator at a reasonable wage 
rate without sacrificing efficiency of the 
quality-control function. For calibration 
and trouble-shooting purposes, how
ever, a technician would be in charge 
in most cases.

The system devised to meet the ob
jectives has considerably reduced the 
20 per cent portion of the total manu
facturing-labor cost formerly attributed 
to production testing, and also has re
duced the time required for fabrication 
of equipment. The result is that Lenkurt 
is in a more favorable marketing po
sition with respect to both cost and 
delivery.

As the workload for the new system 
reaches capacity, a duplicate system 
may be built at a greatly reduced cost 
by reason of the instrumentation stand
ard used on the first system.

Following Rasmussen's talk, a 
was conducted to see the new

meeting r e v t e w
BLOWOUT IN SPACE

Dr. P. D. Kennedy of the electromag
netics laboratory at Lockheed missiles 
and space division spoke to the San 
Francisco Chapter of PGAP in mid-April 
His topic was "Study and Design of 
Unfurlable Antennas."

Unfurlable antennas can be pack
aged into a small volume during 
spacecraft launching and then can be 
extended into large antenna structures 
when in space. Two types of unfurlable 
antennas were described: Mechanically- 
erected and pressure-erected.

Mechanically-erected unfurlable an
tennas assume the shape of a section 
of the spacecraft, such as a nose cone, 
during launch phase. When in space, 
the contoured antenna is unfurled to 
its radiating shape by a mechanical
erection mechanism.

Pressure-erected unfurlable antennas 
are housed in packages located in a 
section of the spacecraft during launch 
phase. When in space, the packaged 
antenna is unfurled to its radiating 
shape by a pressure-erected process. 
This process is derived from the familiar 
New Year's Eve party favor known to 
the trade as a "blowout."

Mechanical erection of essentially 
rigid sections is useful where the an
tenna contour is compatible with the 
vehicle structure, but much larger-size 
ratios can be obtained by pressure erec
tion. A pressure-erected antenna is 
opened by inflation but has sufficient 
rigidity after being opened to maintain 
its shape after loss of internal gas 
pressure. Among antennas of the for
mer type were a segmented circula- 
parabolic reflector, a linear array and 

spirally telescoping dipole.
Kennedy, in his talk, discussed fac

tors affecting the design of these an-
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circuit loading!
New $ 428B Clip-on DC Milliammeter 
with recorder output!

CONTACT OUR ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES, NEELY ENTERPRISES, FOR 
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SPECIFICATIONS
Current Range: '£) 428A, 3 ma to 1 a full scale in 6 ranges 

(fr 428B, 1 ma to 10 a full scale in 9 ranges
Accuracy: — 3%, — 0.1 ma
Probe Inductance: < 0.5 uh introduced into measured circuit
Probe Induced Voltage: < 15 mv peak into measured circuit
AC Rejection: AC with peak value less than full scale affects meter 

accuracy less than 2% at frequencies above 5 cps and different 
from carrier (40 KC) and its harmonics. (On 4288 10 amperes 
range, ac is limited to 4 amperes peak)

Recorder/Oscillator Output: <$) 428B, approximately 1.4 v across 
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Probe Insulation: 300 v maximum
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wires just clip the probe around them both and read, 
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lead loops through the probe, increasing sensitivity by 
the same factor as the number of loops.

The recorder/oscilloscope output, de to 300 cps, makes 
it easy to record de levels as well as analyze ground buss, 
hum and ripple currents on an oscilloscope—all without 
circuit loading.

also offers Model 428A Clip-on DC Milliammeter. 
This instrument is similar to ($» 428B except that cov
erage is limited to 3 ma to 1 ampere (6 ranges), the 
recorder output is not included, and price is somewhat 
lower.

current, 0.1 ma to 10 amps 
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LOST TO SPACE

Beardsley Graham of Lockheed mis
sile systems division (as it was then 
called) joined the Publications Board of 
the Section in May, 1958. Since then he 
has served the Section with distinction 
in this capacity, always prepared to 
raise his voice for improvements in the 
Grid, and actions leading toward the 
highest possible quality publishing 
operations.

While "space" has been added by 
this time to the Lockheed divisional title, 
it has been taken away from Beards
ley's schedule, and his extensive travel 
program impelled him to resign from 
the Board last month.

His experience and mature counsel 
have been of great value to the Grid 
and his participation in publication af
fairs will be missed.

1. Undressed — Here's the basic unit 
itself—more performance per dollar than any 
other operational amplifier. Highly reliable — no 
electrolytic capacitors or glow’ tubes. Designed 
to prevent self-destruction, even when output Is 
grounded. Drift, noise, offset under 100 micro
volts. Output, tfc 115 vdc. Wide frequency range 
— de to 100 kc (attenuation less than 3 db) when 
connected as gain-of-ten amplifier. Printed ^qr 
circuit board, 7" x 21//'. Price, 1 to 9 units:

design for a proposed machine. The 
description is readily translatable to a 
simulation program which would enable 
testing the characteristics of the pro
posed machine before the design hos 
been completely determined.

He described the major desirable at
tributes of computer-oriented languages. 
Such languages remove context depend
ence, convert the information to se
quential logic (since most present ma
chines operate sequentially), and, de
sirably, would be computer-independent 
so that the same problem could be run 
on any machine. A desirable alterna
tive, of course, would be to build com
puters whose machine language corre
sponded directly to a natural problem- 
descriptive language.

A large portion of the meeting was 
devoted to a discussion of trends in 
machine organization and design, re
flecting Dr. Huskey's extensive back
ground in both the application and the 
design aspects of digital computers.

—R. I. TANAKA

meeting review
TOWARD STUDENT FEEDBACK

A most interesting meeting of the 
local PGEC in March was held at lhe 
Lockheed Auditorium. Dr. Richard S. 
Hirsch, manager of the engineering 
psychology department of the advanced 
systems division of IBM at San Jose, 
spoke on "Teaching Machines." (This 
is not the act of teaching a machine 
but rather the machine teaching a stu
dent.)

Automated education is the inevi
table corollary of automated produc
tion, and probably the only effective 
answer to acute teacher shortages in 
schools at a time when our population 
is expanding and scientific discoveries 
require increased teaching.

Early mechanical teaching aids were 
simple decks of flash cards with answers 
on the back and automatic slide and 
film-strip projectors. Present automated 
devices provide for greater flexibility 
of presentation, more student partici
pation, and additional means to record 
and evaluate student responses. Future 
teaching machines promise to be but 
one part of a complex group of auto
matic attendance keepers, proficiency 
testers, report-card printers and elec
tronic reference librarians—all inte
grated by central computer control into 
an efficient, automated education sys
tem.

The essential missing concept in the 
present mass educational methods, such 
as movies, radio, television, etc., is 
feedback—the regulation of a process 
with a sample of its own output. The 
new approach of automated teaching 
utilizes feedback. As information to be 

(Continued on page 20)

EJ
3. Dr6SS6d*UP — Now it’s a full fledged 

| utility packaged amplifier, known as the UPA-2. 
i Combining a new level of convenience and flexi- 
1 bility, it is immediately operational when plugged 

into any Philbrick power supply. It can be made 
1 to drive a 12,000 ohm load to 100 volts in either 

i 4 direction. Designed for bench top use, it comes 
$ installed in a 3/i" rack adapter, from which it is 
I easily removed. The UPA-2 is ideal for analog 
] computing, measurement and control, continuous 

data reduction, and many other feed
back ooerations. Price, 1 to 9 units:

2. DrOSSOd — In a neat 3"x7’/$" ventilated 
aluminum package, it becomes the USA-3-M3. It 
has sufficient room for the user to implement Its 

I operational destiny by Installing additional circuit 
components. For example, you make It into a 

| complete diode function generator, or integrator, 
or whatever you wish. The important feature of 

i plug-in interchangeability is enhanced by the 4 to
7 spare terminals on the Blue Ribbon q 
Connector. Price, 1 to 9 units’ v •

MORE UNFURLABLE ANTENNAS

neering, an MS degree in 1951 from 
Purdue University, and a PhD degree 
in 1958 from Ohio State University. All 
degrees were awarded in electrical 
engineering. During 1951-54, Kennedy 
was employed by Westinghouse Elec
tric Corporation in Baltimore, Maryland. 
From 1 954-55, he was employed by the 
U.S. Army, Frankford Arsenal in Phila
delphia. From 1956-59, he was asso
ciated with the Ohio State University 
research foundation in Columbus, Ohio

Since 1959, Kennedy has been em
ployed by Lockheed missiles and space 
division in Sunnyvale, California. He is 
presently head of the theoretical analy
sis research section of electromagnetics 
research, electronic research and prod
uct development. His section is con
cerned with the analysis of propaga
tion problems, communication systems, 
tracking systems, and antenna feasi
bility.

Kennedy is a registered professional 
electrical engineer in the state of Ohio 
He is a member of the IRE, Tau Beta 
Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, and Sigma Xi.

----JAMES A. MARTIN

eeting review
COMPUTER TALK

The significance of advanced 
gramming techniques in the develop
ment of digital computers was discussed 
by Professor Harry D. Huskey of the 
University of California at the May 
PGEC meeting held at Lockheed. He re
viewed the various ways by which com
puters can be described, including such 
techniques as system block diagrams, 
flow diagrams, logic equations and 
state charts.

The state-chart description is one 
which Professor Huskey feels would be 
of major assistance in formulating the

For information Ccill’.

-tsi — TECH-SER, inc.
Electronics Engineering Representatives

3540 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles
640 Donohoe St., Palo Alto
Box 6544, San Diego

26—grid
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Make this dramatic test yourself and discover why Texas 
Instruments hard glass encapsulated carbon film resistors 
outperform those of any other construction. First torture 
the resistor by immersing it in molten solder at 350°C — 
then quickly dip it in water. Now, test the device for electri
cal stability and mechanical intactness and you’ll find as we 
have that these precision hermetic resistors are completely 
unaffected by violent thermal shock. Such performance is 
possible ONLY because Tl type CG Vs and CG Vi resistors 
are protected by a hard glass encapsulant and entirely 
solderless construction. These same features virtually elimi
nate possible damage to the resistors during installation 
in your assemblies.

Positive Proof: Tl HARD GLASS ENCAPSULATED RESISTORS Give You Unexcelled Resistance to Thermal Shock
The extreme thermal shock test is only one of many tests 
that have proven over the past two years that Tl type CG Vs 
and CG V4 resistors are virtually indestructible. Over eleven 
million unit hours of test data have been compiled on mois
ture resistance, thermal shock, extended overload, and load 
life to prove that Tl hard glass encapsulated resistors give 
you reliable performance under all environments and operat
ing conditions. When you specify Tl CG V& and CG V4 
hermetic resistors, you can be assured of getting the most 
rugged, reliable, precision resistors available ... at prices 
you would pay for ordinary resistors!
Take advantage of the proven reliability of Tl hard glass 
resistors .. . order off-the-shelf from our in-depth stocks 
for immediate delivery.

Call or write today for complete specifications on TVs CG W and CG/. resistor* — «
Tl’s complete line of semiconductors and components: ' or anT 01

sfflass&r* preci,,on .iIiC0B

EXTREME THERMAL SHOCK TEST DATA SUMMARY 
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Lockheed MISSILES AND SPACE DIVISION
Systems Manager for the Navy POLARIS FBM and the Air Force AGENA Satellite in the DISCOVERER and MIDAS Programs

Whether the universe has a “saddle shape,” or any shape at all, is a matter of interesting conjecture. The 
matter of space travel, however, is the subject of intense experimentation. A nuclear/thermionic/ionic 
propulsion system, currently being studied at Lockheed Missiles and Space Division, might well 
become the power source for space vehicles.

Its design incorporates a nuclear reactor only one foot in diameter, generating heat at a temperature of 
1850°K. This is transmitted to banks of thermionic generators, converting the heat directly into 
electrical energy for the ion beam motor which uses cesium vapor as a fuel. The entire system is designed 
without any moving parts, minimizing the possibility of failure.

Lockheed's investigation of propulsion covers a number of potential systems. They include: plasma, 
ionic, nuclear, unique concepts in chemical systems involving high-energy solid and liquid propellents, 
combined solid-liquid chemical systems. The fundamentals of magnetohydrodynamics, as they might 
eventually apply to propulsion systems, are also being examined. Just as thoroughly, Lockheed probes 
all missile and space disciplines in depth. The extensive facilities of the research and development 
laboratories —together with the opportunity of working with men who are acknowledged leaders in 
their fields —make association with Lockheed truly rewarding and satisfying.

Lockheed Missiles and Space Division in Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, on the beautiful San Francisco 
Peninsula, is an exciting and challenging place to work. For further information, write Research and 
Development Staff, Department M-24C, 962 West El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, California. U.S. citizenship 
or existing Department of Defense industrial security clearance required.

SUNNYVALE. PALO ALTO. VAN NUYS. SANTA CRUZ. SANTA MARIA. CALIFORNIA • CAPE CANAVERAL. FLORIDA • HAWAII



MORE STUDENT FEEDBACK

Dunwoodie Tarczy-Hornoch
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---- J. A. BOYSEN

IBM TELEPROCESSING
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

at San Jose, California
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MODEL 91-CA 
300 microvolts to 3 volts 

Price: $495

TWO METERS 
FROM 

Boonton 
ELECTRONICS

0.1 ppa to 1 amp.
1O-13 TO 1 CURRENT RATIO

1 pv to 1000 volts
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learned is presented, feedback from 
student to device assures the "mechan
ical" teacher that each part of the lesson 
is understood.

The human learner, in order to "ac
cept" data presented to him, first must 
have it put forward in many small, 
clear steps, each logically built upon 
the concepts in earlier steps. Secondly, 
the extent of the learner's understand
ing must be determined and recorded 
before moving on to a more difficult 
step. Finally, the learner must be moti
vated to proceed to that more difficult 
step.

These human-engineering specifica
tions represent the three fundamental 
concepts of behavioral psychology— 
stimulus, response, and reinforcement. 
Implementation of their sequence cre
ates an engineering requirement for 
display, response, and evaluation-re
ward components, circuits, or units in 
any automated instructional system. A 
digital computer is almost certain to be 
the heart of most fully automated edu
cational systems.

The meeting was concluded by a brief 
talk by Dr. Robert Magar of Varian, 
also active in this field, and a question 
and answer period in which both of the 
experts participated.

The Advanced Systems Development Division pioneers new markets for IBM. 
We need several experienced engineers for work on unique systems involving 
digital communications and data processing. These assignments require energetic 
and creative people having these qualifications . . .

SYSTEMS ENGINEER — Advanced degree in EE or ME and five years 
experience are required in computer systems design and development, 
covering both hardware and systems organization. Experience in relia
bility and communication-based data processing systems is desirable.

O’

COMPUTER ENGINEER — Advanced degree in EE and a minimum of 
five years’ experience are required, including circuit logic and system 
design. A knowledge of information theory, statistics and probability 
theory is desirable. Your work will involve arithmetic, control and 
memory units and system organization.

MOW 
in R.E Voltage Measurements 

at Low Level 
from 10 KC to 600 MC

MODEL 91-C 

1000 microvolts to 3 volts 
Price. $395 

Represented By.. .

This is an outstanding opportunity to pioneer with the industry leader. All quali
fied applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, 
creed, color or national origin. Please write, outlining your background to . . .

Dr. M. M. Astrahan, Dept. 714F * IBM Trademark

Systems Manager ■■ JB
IBM Corporation H LJr

Monterey & Cottle Roads
San Jose 14, California ^B ^B^ ■ ▼ B

300 gVOLTS 300^'OLTS 300 gVOLTS 
gVOLTS., ---------- --
300 gV

gVOLTS
300 gV

meeting review
SCOPE VERSUS SCOPE

In mid-April, PGI held a workshop 
session to consider, "Oscillographic 
Sampling at 100 me." The first speaker, 
Duane Dunwoodie of the Wiltron Co., 
explained their stroboscopic wideband 
sampling oscilloscope. A fast ramp and 
staircase sample pulse is triggered with 
respect to the wave being studied. The 
wave must be repetitious.

Since the stroboscopic principle is 
used, the scope can be made with com
ponents designed for relatively low 
frequencies. This is a definite gain in 
construction.

The scope permits the measurement 
of voltages 45-50 db down. Mr. Dun
woodie displayed a 100-mc pulse on 
his oscilloscope. The sensitivity is 10 
millivolts.

Zoltan Tarczy-Hornoch of Eldorado 
(Continued on page 22)

*

Sensitive DC Meter
• 0.1 to 1 amp in 25 ranges • Drift- ^2 ^v/day max.
• 1 to lOOOv in 17 ranges • Fast response
• Simplicity of range switching • Floating input
• 10 megohms constant input resistance on all voltage ranges

Al.o Avoiloblo Kock Mounted on o 5!4"x 19" Panel. Price $520.

i1 O’HALLORAN ASSOCIATES |

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 
SALES REPRESENTATIVES I

■ 11636 Ventura Blvd., No. Hollywood. Calif ]
I NO. HOLLYWOOD SAN DIEGO
, • TRiangle 7-0173 • BRoadway 3 5500
■ PALO ALTO PHOENIX & TUCSON i
* • DAvenoort 6-1493 • ENtarprite 1200 1
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per ASTM D-1004-49T
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CUPPING
Test per MIL-T-21029 (Ships) Section 4.4.6.

Average degree of cupping:
1.5 mil Cellulose Acetate—15.9° (Range: 12.0°
to 33.5°) 1.5 mil '1 Mylar’1.5°

1.5 MIL 
“MYLAR”
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Be'ler Thing* lor Better living . . . through Chem-sfry

CO

1 2-0"

OF MYLAR
Unstable tape can cup or ruffle—cause read/ 
write errors because the tape loses contact with 
the recording and playback heads. Dimension- 
ally stable “Mylar”* polyester film base pre
vents tape cupping or ruffling. It does not shrink 
from dryness or swell from excess humidity, but 
maintains the original width and flatness of 
the tape.

“Mylar” is strong . . . has an ultimate break 
strength over 20,000 psi! Tapes of “Mylar” can 
resist edge nicks, stretching or breaking from 
sudden stops and starts. And since it contains 
no plasticizer to dry out, tapes of “Mylar” can 
be stored indefinitely without becoming brittle.

A stable tape assures accurate data acquisi
tion-helps prevent costly read/write errors and 
loss of valuable test data. Tapes of “Mylar” 
have this stability. To be sure you’ll get the 
best performance, insist on a base of “Mylar” 
on your next order for magnetic tape. Write 
for the free booklet on comparative test data. 
Du Pont Company, Film Dept., Wilmington 
98, Delaware.
•“Mylar** is Du Pont’s registered trademark for its brand of polyester film. Only 
Du Pont makes “Mylar”.

CO®

DU PONT

MYLAR
POLYESTER FILM

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
Film Department, Room ?12, Wilmington 98, Delaware

Please send free, 12-page booklet of comparative test data 
to help me evaluate magnetic-tape reliability.

Name___

Company.

Address__

City  



Price $1095, f.o.b factory. Availability 30 days.
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UNIVERSAL IMPEDANCE 
MEASURING System

ileatronio 
inglneer* 
master^

QUALDTV) To? Hp?w
i

NEW/ Ultra-High PERFORMANCE 
291-A

LOW DISTRIBUTED CAPACITY 
COLOR CODING
HERMETICALLY SEALED 
TOLERANCES AS SPECIFIED 

in accordance with
MHL-I1M5M0A, GMDE MID (DUSS 7 

STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS 
Radio Products Sales Inc. 

1501 South Hill 
Los Angeles, Calif.

Wesco Electronics 
1715 E. Colorado Blvd. 

Pasadena, Calif.

■ .

Measures resistance, capacitance, in
ductance— also the dissipation factor 
(D) and storage factor (Q) for capaci
tors and inductors. Resistance accuracy, 
0.05% — capacitance and inductance 
0 1%. 120,005 dial divisions of reso
lution at your fingertips. No zero ca
pacitance correction inside the bridge 
Complete system includes matched ac 
and de generators and detectors spec 
fically designed for use with the bridge 
Write for Catalog C-13.

3
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MORE SCOPE

Electronics described the oscilloscope 
his company markets and explained 
that it actually records events which 
are taking place at 100 me.

They have made measurements to 
400 me. The instrument has less than 
0.05 nanoseconds of drift. The accuracy 
of the instrument depends upon the 
crystal, but is in the order of one part 
in 1,000,000. It has a 2-nanosecond 
rise time and can measure to about 1 
picosecond. Tarczy-Hornoch set his 
scope up and demonstrated that he 
would set it to about Ya in. on the 
delay line which was 1 picosecond.

—LESLIE G. BURLINGAME

F ACTOR Y-DI R ECT SALES-SERVICE. Use out special d 
telephone network for lost, accurate application, service, purchasing 
information. No long distance charges. Check your directory fur our 
local listing. Or coll us collect — CHerry 6-3331, Portland, OregonIw*—* I Electro

7524- S.W. MACADAM • PORTLAND 19, OREGON

ELECTRO-MEASUREMENTS, INC.

Elmar Electronics Inc.
140-11th St.
Oakland, Calif.

Federated Purchaser Inc.
11275 W. Olympic Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif.

J. W. MILLER COMPANY • 5917 So. Main St., Los Angeles 3, Calif.

electronic components 
conference

PROCEEDINGS AVAILABLE
Proceedings of the 1961 Electronic 

Components Conference, San Francisco, 
May 2-4, covers sessions on Transistors 
and Solid-State Devices, Progress in 
Component Reliability, High-Voltage 
Components, Microwave Components, 
Components, Resistors, Capacitors, ond 
Microminiaturization, Space Compo
nents, Materials and Related Devices; 
38 papers, 540 pages; price $9.00; 
available from Hugh C. Ross, Jennings 
Radio Manufacturing Corp., P.O. Box 
1278, San Jose 8, Calif.

L

meeting review
THERE IS NOTHING LIKE A MODEL

Members and guests of the Profes
sional Group on Circuit Theory heard 
Professor John G. Linvill of Stanford 
University lecture on the topic, "Devices, 
Models, and Circuits" at its April meet
ing in the Hughes Room at the Univer
sity of California.

Dr. Linvill's talk was opened with 
a reference to the distinction between 
the ideal elements of a mathematical 
model and their practical embodiments. 
This is implied by the existence of such 
words as "capacitance," an abstract 
property, and "capacitor," a physical 
component. It is often necessary to ig
nore the imperfections of real compo
nents in order to obtain a workable 
model of a device or system.

In the execution of analysis or syn
thesis, models serve as a bridge be
tween device and properties. Models 
may be purely mathematical, or may be 
circuit representations of mathematical 
relationships. The latter lend themselves 
to further mathematical treatment for 
purposes of analysis, but the circuit 
representation can be very helpful in 
understanding the interactions of the 
factors modeled.

An example of the use of circuit 
modeling in analysis is the representa- 

(Continued on page 24)



opportunities for

systems analysts

I

HUGHES

Optimum signal processing techniques 
for inter-planetary telecommunications.

The positions involved with the solution of 
these basic and critical questions present 
opportunities for the optimum application 
of the technical and analytical backgrounds 
of graduate physicists and engineers with 
both systems and specialized experience.

Design concepts for new airborne 
weapon systems.

Analysis of weapon systems from 
conception through development, test 
and customer use.

IR systems requirements for ballistic 
missile defense.

Automatic target recognition 
requirements for high speed strike 
reconnaissance systems or unmanned 
satellites.

Justify choice of systems considering 
trade-off of choice in terms of cost 
effectiveness.

What are the requirements for manned 
space flight?

Hughes Aerospace Engineering Division 
has openings for Systems Analysts to 
consider and analyze a wide spectrum of 
basic problems such as:

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DIVISION

We promise you a reply within one week

If you are interested in helping to solve 
these questions and are a graduate physicist 
or engineer with a minimum of three years 
experience in weapon systems analysis, 
operations analysis, IR, physics of space 
signal processing or communication 
theory, we invite your inquiry. For 
immediate consideration, please airmail 
your resume to: Mr. Robert A. Martin, 
Supervisor, Scientific Employment, 
Hughes Aerospace Engineering 
Division, Culver City 47, California.
AH qualified applicants will be considered for 
employment witnout regard to race, creed, color or 
national origin.
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WESGO-a local manufacturer offering these 
premium quality products to the electronics industry.
High alumina ceramics—three vacuum-tight aluminas with Al203 contents 
from 95% to 99.5% and one virtually pure porous body (99.85% minimum Al203).
These strong, hard, abrasion resistant ceramics offer exceptional chemical 
inertness, high thermal conductivity, superior electrical properties, even at 
extremely high temperatures. Available in sizes and shapes to meet your 
individual specifications.
Ultra pure low vapor pressure brazing alloys—a complete range of melting 
points and wetting characteristics, available in wire, ribbon, sheet, powder, 
preforms and the new Wesgo Flexibraze, for versatility and economy.
“VX” Super Refractory—Wesgo ceramics with uniquely high resistance to 
thermal shock, ideal for use in furnace brazing, available in boats, slabs, special 
brazing fixtures.
Silver metallizing paint & flake—electrically conductive coating for ceramics, 
glass, plastics, mica, titanites, paper and other materials.
Precious metals—high purity platinum, gold, silver and alloys of these 
metals in many forms to meet your need.

was
resonator

ac-

Wesgo —long the standard of the vacuum tube industry, 

a growing supplier of semiconductor components.

WESTERN GOLD & PLATINUM COMPANY
Located to serve you • Dept. G-6 626 Harbor Blvd. • Belmont, Calif. • LYtell 3-3121

]. G. Linvill, speaking at the April 
PG CT meeting

—Ken Smith photo

the next state of the machine are uni
quely determined by the input and the 
present state Such a machine is in
formation-lossless if knowledge of the 
output sequence, the initial state, and 
the final state are sufficient to determine 
uniquely the input sequence.

If, for each state, the output is dif
ferent for the two different inputs, the 
machine is a Class I Information-Lossless 
Automaton. In this case the input se
quence is recoverable in the order in 
which it occurred.

If, on the other hand, each state can 
be reached from only two others and 
the outputs along these two paths are 
different, the machine is a Class II In
formation-Lossless Automaton. In this 
case, the input sequence is recoverable 
in the reverse order to that in which it 
occurred.

Huffman showed the canonical forms 
for the Class I and Class II Automata 
and then displayed the canonical form 
of the most general information-lossless 
automaton.

This general form consists of an in
terconnection of the canonical forms of 
the Class I and Class II Automata. *n 
the general case, the successive states 
of the Class I portion of the machine 
are recovered first in their direct order,- 
the states of the Class II portion and the 
input sequence are then recovered in 
reverse order. —D. braverman

review
CLASSY DATA

David A. Huffman, visiting associate 
professor of electrical engineering at 
the University of California, Berkeley, 
addressed the May meeting of PGIT on 
Information-Lossless Automata.

Huffman first described the finite-state 
machine as one in which the output and

j une 1961

MORE MODEL

tion of transistor operation in terms of 
physical processes. Carrier concentra
tion is chosen as the variable in the 
base region, and is made to bear a 
linear relationship to current by the 
introduction of appropriately defined 
circuit elements with the suggestive 
names "storance," "diffusance" and 
"combinance." The base region of the 
transistor is represented as a circuit 
using these elements, and the model

non- 
at 

collector-base

ulation; and existence of a refractory 
or insensitive time period following 
a discharge. The model of a neuristor, 
based on these properties, resembles 
a re-usable chemical fuse. Several pos
sible connections of neuristors were 
shown, including a cell of information 
storage and a "relay/' Introduction of 
the concept of the neuristor and demon
stration of its use through models based 
on the concept has stimulated research 
for the corresponding device.

--- DONALD A. PETTENGILL AND
R. C. KIESSLING

is completed by displaying the 
linear voltage-current relationship 
the emitter-base and 
junctions.

The use of a model in synthesis 
illustrated by an active 
where, for given configuration and 
tive element characteristics, maximum 
obtainable performance was derived 
Synthesis here was clearly the reverse 
of analysis, the same mathematical 
model serving for either process.

Linvill concluded his talk with a pro
vocative example of an attempted syn
thesis where no analysis is yet possible 
—Crane's Neuristor, a device whose 
fundamental properties are stated. 
These properties, suggested by analogy 
with the neurons of a nervous system, 
are: propagation of a discharge with 
uniform amplitude and uniform ve
locity; existence of a threshold of stim-
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MW YOU CAN SCAN 225 CURRENT

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS IN 15 MINUTES!
Every Month!Content of 225 Periodicals for You

SAMPLE ABSTRACTS
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CONTROL ENGINEERING 
Dec. ’60, Vol. 7, No. 12

20% OFF IF YOU SUBSCRIBE NOW!
Introductory offer ends July 7, 1961 — send coupon today!

To be published monthly, starting July, 1961.
sMake payment and address orders to:

The Periodical Monitor and Abstract Service
380 E. Green St., Suite 210, Financial Bldg., Pasadena, Calif.

Please enter my subscription at the pre-publication 
discount rate of $20 per 12 issues.

 Payment enclosed. (Deduct 50$ for pre-payment)
 Bill me.
 Bill company.

Please send me further information, including
details on group discounts and student rates.

VV.\\\CW\CX\. 
WOWYOW 

xsu
MUXWV.

ENGINEER . . . 
. . . COMPANY ING EXECUTIVE
ENGINEERING

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
If for any reason whatsoever within 

45 days of your subscription date you are 
not completely satisfied with our serv
ice. you may discontinue it, and we will 
refund your subscription price in full.

60.12.010
Generalizing the Adaptive Principle, 
pp. 93-96. J. E. Gibson (Purdue Uni
versity). Part 3 of three-part article 
studies "ideal” generalized adaptive 
system as guide to optimum design, 
recommends improved "steep descent" 
method for finding feasible system.

60.12.009
What’s Needed for Safe, Reliable Proc
ess Monitoring, pp. 87-91. R. Sherrard. 
(General Electric Co.). Part I of two- 
part article uses Hanford reactor as 
example to show advantages of data 
sampling over continuous method in 
process control monitoring.

IF YOU ARE AN
ENGINEERING SUPERVISOR 

EXECUTIVE . . . MARKET- 
. . RESEARCH DIRECTOR 

. . ADVANCED ENGINEERING STUDENT . . . 
PROFESSOR . . .

THE PERIODICAL MONITOR 
WILL HELP YOU!

©PM&AS 1961

The Periodical Monitor Abstracts and Indexes the Electronics and 
Instrumentation

Now — Your Own Full-time "Read
ing Staff" — to Keep Your Knowl
edge Current, Your Value High!

Never before has your success de
pended so heavily on how well you 
keep abreast of your field. And never 
before has that job been so close to 
impossible.

Now. with The Periodical Monitor, 
you can tame the torrent of technical in
formation. Now you can have a full- 
time staff to monitor, classify and sum
marize for you the electronics and instru
mentation content of every important 
periodical in the field! When something 
new develops, you'll be sure to know 
about it while it is new. In just a few 
minutes each month, you can keep aware 
of all the latest ideas, tools and tech
niques in your technology. You become 
the man with the answers.

Faster than any other service of its 
kind. The Periodical Monitor publishes 
abstracts within weeks of the appearance 

| of the original articles. As a result, it 
helps you approach every technical prob
lem with that increasingly important 
fresh viewpoint . . . helps you keep out 
in front. Save each monthly issue, and 
you build an invaluable reference work.
Multiplies Your Reading Efficiency

By using The Periodical Monitor as 
a selective guide, you can increase your 
reading efficiency as much as five times. 
And by reading more selectively, you 
gain time for the articles that will ad
vance your knowledge the most. Whether 
you want to read in breadth or in depth 
. . . in one field or many . . . The Pe
riodical Monitor lets you create your 
own reading formula and control it pre
cisely. You lick the problem of reading 
more ... by reading smart.
Versatile Index Gives You Three 
Routes to Information

Look it up (1) by subject, (2) by 
author, or (3) by author’s affiliation. 
Cross-index further simplifies your 
search.
Handy Retrieval Guide Helps You 
Obtain Reprints

First issue will contain a comprehen
sive directory telling you where and how 
to obtain reprints of articles not readily 
available through your own engineering 
library.
Concise, Accurate Abstracts Help You 
Control Your Reading

Abstracts are crisp, clear, precise, ob
jective — prepared by a team of edi
torial and engineering specialists. A 
glance tells you if an article belongs on 
your “must-read” list.
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FLEXIBLE A I R DIELECTRIC CABLETHE

meets every communication requirement

\

Easiest to install... longest to endure

SYSTEMS LINESANTENNAS

SCBENTBSTS, MANAGERS
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Dr. Victor Met has joined Kane Engi
neering Laboratories as manager of the 
waveguide components research and 
development group. Met has been with 
General Electric microwave laboratory 
since he came to this country as a per
manent resident from Austria in 1955.

Servomechanisms Inc. has announced 
the appointment of Transdynamics, Inc., 
44 Encina Ave., Palo Alto, Calif., as 
sales representatives to handle the com
pany's line of magnetic components.

E. V. Roberts & Associates, 1560 Lau
rel Sreet, San Carlos, have been ap
pointed distributors of the Stereotronics 
Corp, stereo-television kit which op
tically converts industrial tv to 3-D.

IMPEDANCE
50
50
75

100
50
75

100
50
75

STANDARD 
SIZE

’/•
’/■
’/•

Pa

3>!

3>/a

Immediate Openings, B.S., M.S., PhD.

In the fields of Communications, Systems, Microwave Antennas & 
Propagation, Telemetry, TWT, Instrumentation, Logic Circuitry, Ex
plosive Devices, Solid State Devices.

FOR CONFIDENTIAL REFERRALS ON A NO-FEE BASIS SEND RESUME TO:

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA PERSONNEL AGENCY
(A Technical Agency)

407 California Ave., Palo Alto
DAvenport 6-7390

\
\

SIZES AND TYPE NUMBERS 
TYPE NO 

H3-50 
H5-50 
H5-75 
HT5 100 
H7-50 
H7-75 
H7-100 
H2-50 
H2-75

Frank Hennessey, radar antenna de
sign engineer, has joined Dalmo Victor 
Company, Division of Textron Inc., as a 
senior engineer. Hennessey previously 
was associated with Lockheed missile 
systems division and with the Naval 
Research Laboratories.

Five Peninsula firms have been ap
proved for membership in the San Fran
cisco Council of the Western Electronic 
Manufacturers Association (WEMA) Elec
tromagnetic Technology Corp., Palo Alto, 
Admiral Corp., 901 South California, 
Palo Alto; Link division of General Pre
cision, Inc., 1451 California Ave, Palo 
Alto, Vidar Corporation, 2296 Mora Dr., 
Mountain View, Royco Instruments, Inc., 
440 Olive St., Palo Alto. These new ad
ditions to WEMA have pushed the mem
bership of the San Francisco Council 
past the 100 figure.

Frank Hennessey, right, is greeted at 
Dalmo Victor Co. by another Lockheed 
alumnus, W ill Chang, tv ho came to 

DV from Burbank

HELIAX is the only U. S. produced aii 
dielectric coaxial cable capable of being 
manufactured in continuous lengths. Crit
ical applications need no longci depend on 
splicing 1,000 feet or shorter lengths to 
make up a long cable run HELIAX af
fords the only splice free, trouble free air 
dielectric cable installation.

HELIAX is the only flexible air dielectric 
cable. This flexibility is imparted by the 
unique, continuous helical coirugated 
construction. Bending torque required is 
about one-half that required for straight 
wall aluminum or copper tubing of the 
same size.

Andrew is your only fully integrated 
source capable of the design and manufac
ture of cable and fittings as well as 
antennas. Andrew offers a wealth of 
engineering experience in the field of RF 
transmission devices.

Produced in the new Andrew plant facili
ties. HELIAX is the flexible, low loss, low 
VSWR coaxial cable for use in all applica
tions from VLF through microwave.

Appointment of Ralph J. Halk as di
rector of administration for Broadview 
Research Corp, has been announced. 
Halk was formerly a vice-president, 
treasurer, and board director of Gran
ger Associates, Palo Alto. Prior associ
ations were with Lenkurt Electric Co., 
San Carlos, and with Stanford Research 
Institute.

You're invited to write for the new 
Heliox Catalog H, or coll William 
Sirvatko, 941 E. Moryl ind Ave , 
Claremont, Cohf.—Phone NAtional 
6-3505, your local Andrew sales 
engineer.

*—' CORPORATION
P. O Box 807, Chicago 42, Illinois

ANTENNA SYSTEMS • TRANSMISSION
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Tung-So8 tubes sire used 
in Link Aviation, Inc. 
trainers for sensitive 
simulator applications

e

PASADENA:
1055 E. Walnut • MU 1-7411
MENLO PARK:
635 Oak Grove • DA 6-7937
SACRAMENTO-FOLSOM:
Enterprise 1-0879 (no toll charge)

for quick facts 
on instruments 
-call McCarthy

McCarthy associates, inc.
ENGINEERING SALES & SERVICE

'1
W

Your Tung-Sol Representative:
NEILL B. SCOTT
6542 Kensington Ave. 
Richmond, BE 2-8292

Your stocking distributors:
OAKLAND

ELMAR ELECTRONICS 
140 11th St.
TE 4-3311
SAN FRANCISCO

PACIFIC WHOLESALE 
1850 Mission St, 
UN 1-3743
SAN JOSE

SCHAD ELECTRONICS 
499 South Market St. 
CY 7-5858

I < 
mtfacr simbmcs

["hughes aipcraft co 
' _ INDUSTRIAL DIV

r
db

Wiir.-lt AC

® TUNG-SOL
ELECTRON TUBES • SEMICONDUCTORS

Fluke (Calif, only); Hughes (No. Calif, only)

SAN DIEGO:
3460 Ingraham St. • BR 4-1100
TUCSON-Yuma
Fort Huachuca • ENterprise 7250
PHOENIX:
Phone Pasadena. MU 1-7411 Collect

1
IK

w

You’ll get performance data, price and delivery information from 
McCarthy—plus technical help before and after the sale. Assistance 
from our specially trained engineers helps solve instrumentation problems 
in minimum time. McCarthy provides service and calibration on all lines 
handled.

Write for frequently issued ‘'Instrument Reporter”—a technical 
publication on new developments in instruments.

Instruments to Control . . . Measure . . . Record

<11*.

zrz

NESC?
JOPIWlC co. w
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Fledgling pilots get the “feel” of fly
ing in flight simulators. Reliability 
is essential in applications sometimes 
requiring up to 3,000 electron tubes. 
Link Aviation, Inc. designers have 
found Tung-Soktubes to oe consist
ently reliable, rugged and long-lived. 
Why don’t you get the benefit of 
Tung-Sol component knowledge 
and experience too? Tung-Sol com
ponents—whether transistors, tubes 
or silicon rectifiers—fill virtually 
every military, commercial and en
tertainment requirement with unex
celled dependability. For quick and 
efficient technical assistance in the 
application of all Tung-Sol compo
nents, contact:
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o FUELING AND PROPULSION
© MECHANICAL EMPLACEMENT
© STANDARDS, SAFETY, QUALITY
O LAUNCH CONTROL ANb CHECKOUT 
o ELECTRO-MECHANICAL INTEGRATION

ALL QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL RECEIVE CONSIDERATION FOR EMPLOYMENT 
WITHOUT REGARD TO RACE, CREED, COLOR OR NATIONAL ORIGIN.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

PAPERS CALLS

August 1—200-word abstracts for 
annual technical meeting of the Profes
sional Group on Electron Devices (Wash
ington, D.C.; October 26-28). Send to: 
I. M. Ross, Room 2A-329, Bell Tele
phone Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ.

August 18 — Abstracts for Seventh 
Annual Conference on Magnetism and 
Magnetic Materials (Phoenix, Arizona; 
November 13-16). Send to: Peter B. 
Myers, Motorola Semiconductor Prod
ucts Division, 5005 E. McDowell Road, 
Phoenix, Arizona.

Direct all replies to:
Mr. Richard Bernard 
RCA Service Company 
Box 2578, Dept. SG-6 
Van Nuys, California

RCA SERVICE COMPANY 
A DIVISION OF RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

NON-IRE LOCAL EVENTS

June 20—Optical Society of Northern 
California (joint meeting with SPIE and 
SPSE): "Fiber Optics" by Dr. Narinder 
S. Kapany, Optics Technology, Inc., Bel
mont, California. 8:00 P.M., Edwards 
Hall, Rickey's Studio Inn, El Camino 
Real, Palo Alto, California.

August 1-3—Fourth Western Regional 
Meeting of the American Astronautical 
Society. Sheraton-Palace Hotel, Son 
Francisco. General Chairman: Saunders 
B. Kramer, Lockheed, Sunnyvale.

Please send more information about:

-------- Rapid advancement opportunity in my 
professional area circled above.

-------- Ideal family living conditions in greater 
Marysville area.

-------- Challenging RCA Service Company Titan 
Project.

-------- Liberal RCA Employee benefit program.
-------- Send RCA application form.
If possible, arrange a personal interview at my convenience in:

---------- Marysville, California.
-------- Other (Write in) ---------------------------------

If you are a qualified Missile Engineer and would 
like more information about the challenge and ben
efits awaiting you at the RCA Titan Project: (a) 
circle your professional area above; (b) check the 
items of information desired below; (c) attach a 
resume of your professional accomplishments to 
this ad and mail today.
If you wish, feel free to send your resume or request 
an application from the address below.

of interest
IRE MEETINGS SUMMARY

July 5-9—Annual Convention, British 
Institute of Radio Engineers, Oxford, 
England.

July 16-21—4th International Con
ference on Medical Electronics. Waldorf 
Astoria Hotel, New York, N.Y. Dr. Her
man P. Schwan, University of Pennsyl
vania, School of Electrical Engineering, 
Philadelphia, Penna.

August 22-25—1961 Western Elec
tronic Show and Convention. Cow Pal
ace, San Francisco, California. Don 
Larson, WESCON Manager, 1435 S. La 
Cienega Blvd , Los Angeles 35, Calif

Sept. 6-8—National Symposium on 
Space Electronics & Telemetry. Albu
querque, New Mexico Dr. B. L. Basore, 
2405 Parsifal, N.E., Albuquerque, N.M.

Sept. 6-13—International Conference 
on Electrical Engineering Education. Sag
amore Conference Center, Syracuse Uni
versity; Adirondacks, New York. Dr. W. 
R. LePage, Syracuse University, Syra
cuse, New York.

Sept. 1 3-1 5—IRE Conference on Tech
nical-Scientific Communications. Belle
vue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, 
Penna. George Boros, Moore School of 
Electrical Engineering, University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia 4, Penna.

Sept. 20-21 —1961 Industrial Elec
tronics Symposium. Bradford Hotel, Bos
ton, Mass. H. O. Painter, Jr., General 
Radio Co., West Concord, Mass.

RCA Titan Project, Marysville, California, has a 
limited number of openings for experienced Missile 
Engineers willing to step up to RCA. Openings 
exist at all levels in these engineering areas:
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NEW
Ballantine
VTVM
measures
300 |iV to 300 V

10 cps to 11 Meat Frequencies

SPECIFICATIONS:

Inc.

NEW • Direct Reading In 
Degrees.

• Accuracy 0.05 ° or 1%.

= AUDIO
DELAY LINES

y^D-YU
ELECTRONICS LAB. INC. 

249 TERHUNE AVENUE 
PASSAIC. NEW JERSEY

VOLTAGE: 300 MV to 300 V.
FREQUENCY: 10 cps to 11 Me (As a 

null detector. 5 cps to 30 Me).
ACCURACY: % of reading anywhere on scale at any voltage. 20 cps to 2 Me — 2%; 10 

cps to 6 Me — 4%; 10 cps to 11 Me — 6%.
SCALES: Voltage. 1 to 3 and 3 to 10, each with 10% overlap. 0 to 10 db scale.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: With probe, 10 megohms shunted by 7 pF. Less probe. 2 megohms 

shunted by 11 pF to 24 pF.
AMPLIFIER: Gain of 60 db ± 1 db from 6 cps to 11 Me; output 2.5 volts.
POWER SUPPLY: 115/230 V, 50 - 400 cps, 70 watts.
DIMENSIONS (Inches): Portable. 13 h x 772 w x 972 d. Rack, 8% h x 19 w x 872 d.
WEIGHT: 17 pounds, portable or rack models. Approximately 34 pounds shipping weight.

Woodside 77, N.Y.-YE2-0800 
represented by

M. W. RIEDEL & CO. 
136 E. Valley Blvd.

Alhambra, Calif.

Price:

S445.
(With probe S 495)

Type 405 Series:
1 cps to 500 kc. Accuracy 
0.25° relative. 1° absolute. 
No amplitude adjustment 
from O.lv to 7Ov. Suitable 
for plotting phase curve.
Type 202: 20 cps to 500 kc. 
Accuracy 0.02° or 2%. 1° 
full scale sensitivity. Phase 
range O1.O-2, 0 4, 0-12,0120 
and 0-180 degrees.
Type 205A1-A2: 100 kc to 15 
me. Accuracy 0.05° or 1%. 
Sensitivity 0 O4v.
Type 205B1-B2-B3: 15 me to 
1500 me. Accuracy 0.05° or 
1%. Sensitivity down to 20 
microvolts with receiver.

Type L894C with 5000 usee 
features phase linearity of 
± 0.1% in center frequen
cy band. 100 usee rise 
time, 3 db point at 3.5 kc, 
cut-off at 7 kc. m-derived 
network design plus match
ing of individual sections 
and phase equalization in
sure precision performance. 
Many models in standard 
rack-type cabinets avail
able. Write for data.

COLUMBIA 
TECHNICAL
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Write for brochure giving many more details

— Since 1032 —

BALLANTINE LABORATORIES
Boonton, New Jersey

CHECK WITH BALLANTINE FIRST FOR LABORATORY AC VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS REGARDLESS OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR 
AMPLITUDE. FREQUENCY. OR WAVEFORM WE HAVE A LARGE LINE WITH ADDITIONS EACH YEAR ALSO AC DC ANO DC AC 
INVERTERS CALIBRATORS CALIBRATED WIDE BAND AF AMPLIFIER DIRECT READING CAPACITANCE METER OTHER ACCESSORY

ASK ABOUT OUR LABORATORY VOLTAGE STANDARDS TO I 000 MC
R.pr.wnt.d by CARL A. STONE ASSOCIATES, Inc.. 825 No. Son Antonio Rd. — Palo Alto. Calif.

grid — 37

; r- - x& Accuracy is % of reading anywhere on scale at any 
voltage • Five inch mirror-backed voltage scales of I 
to 3 and 3 to 10, each with 10% overlap: 0 to ID db 
scale • Use as a sensitive null detector 5 cps to 30 Me

• Use as a stable 60 db wideband amplifier. 2.5 volts max. output • Cathode follower 
probe has a voltage range of 300 fl to 300 mV, and a high input impedance • Instrument 
is average responding type. • Effect of line transients nil • Available in portable model 
shown or in 19 inch rack version.

june 19 61
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- COMPUTERS
-TEST EQUIPMENT

MID-EASTERN
SC SERIES n e w
TRANSISTORIZED a

SOLID-STATE POWER SUPPLYPOWER SUPPLIES

*
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FOR —

Order directly from Mid-Eastern or from our 
representative in your area (see EEM catalog).

o High Power — Small Package
© No External Heat Sink Required
© Completely Transistorized, Transient 

Free
© Designed For Maintainability
© Stock Delivery
© 0.05% Regulation, 1 mv Ripple
© Sealed Case, Gold Anodized

8 MODELS 
$149.00 each

Robert R. Shepord 
Sung N.Shim 
Aki Shohoro 
Milton R. Sproker 
Irving Stein 
Robert D. Stine, Jr. 
Korl E. Stoffers 
Williom C. Toylor 
Robert E. Thomas 
Alvin Twitchell 
Robert R. Van Tuyl 
John L. Wells 
Dale H. Williams 
Ben K. Wright 
John C Wurr 
David H. Ziegler

Jesse M. Aiderman 
Wayne E. Amacher 
Luc K. Boerman 
Beryl L. Barber 
Irwin Barr 
Joseph F. Bennett 
Frederick W. Binns 
John Bollier 
Samuel Bousky 
John Brinda, Jr. 
Glenn M. Burgwold 
Calvin D. Campbell 
Robert W. Cann 
John W. Carson 
Harold M. Chankin 
Steven H. H. Chin 
Lloyd D. Clark 
Edward L. Clarke 
Denis F. Combs 
Thomas J. Copeland 
William R. Crowhurst 
Dennis D. Daniel 
John R. Duffy 
Russell Dworian 
Joseph D. Eisler 
Helga V. Engler 
Donald J. Favonto 
Howard B. Foster 
Carlton M. Furnberg 
Kenneth R. Gielow 
Donald S. Gorny 
Daniel Haagens 
Virginia M. Hamm 
Harry T Hearn 
Johann R. Hechtel 
R Owen Holbrook 
Jerry D. Holmes 
Royden M. Honda 
Robert H. Horn 
Ernest A. Isaacs 
John T. Jans 
Joseph N. Jansen 
Yates A. Keir 
Jefferson P Lamb 
Ralph G. Lindstrom 
Ralph W. Luce

Frank O. Meeker 
Raiendra Mehta 
Charles E. Mendenhall 
Gurcan E. Mete 
John W. Metzler 
George Meyer 
John D. Michael 
Brent W. Miller 
Arthur J. Mittnacht 
L. Frank Morgan 
Haller M. Moyers 
Daniel L. Nay 
William G. Notz 
Walter S. Oda 
James M. Oka 
Stanley K. Oleson 
Mangalore A. Pai 
E. I. Pezirtzoglou 
Eric Poliak 
Chuck Y. Pon 
Richard A. Prydz 
Ivan H. Riley 
Roy W. Roberts, Jr. 
Mario E. Rovero 
John O. Sobel 
Kyohei Sakuda 
G. Santhiran 
Robert N. Sato 
Gilbert P. Seymour

XXX

MID - EASTERN 
ELECTRONICS, INC.

STREET

MEMBER 
Everett Alvarez 
James R. Barewald 
George R. Beach 
William N. Brasile 
Glenn V. Cook 
Richord T. Dawson 
Wayne A. Flemming 
James Harvey 
Donald H. Jenkins 
Ralph H. Jensen

® ©J

product 
dveriise m ent

Keith L. Martin 
Tsunehiro R. Matsuda 
Robert H. Matsushige 
Edward E. McAdams 
Alfred J. Moses 
Robert C. Mount 
Rayfield M Mullins 
Victor P. Musil 
Frank Neuman 
Terence H. Nolan 
W. Richard Nute 
Sodayoshi Ogawa 
Thomas H. Olson 
Walter N. Onwiler 
Trevor H. R. Overett 
Corl F. Palmgren 
Murry S. Pennington 
Maurice J. Raffensperger 
Joseph A. Riccardi 
Charles D. Richmond 
Lee I. Reber 
Allan L. Rock 
George Rybakoff 
Michael Saulich 
Charles E. Schmidt 
Wayne Schmidt 
Guenther G. Schoen 
Dale A. Schrumph 
Charles L. Seeger 
Joseph J. Stafford 
Harold A. Stine 
Robert B. Sutton 
Mark A. Torfeh 
Ching-Ling Tseng 
Harold D. Ullman 
Gerold S. Ustach 
George Van Sickle 
M. J. Vellequette 
Richard A Wall 
Edgar L. Watkins 
Harrell L. Watson 
William C. Watson 
Willard H. Wattenburg 
Ernest Weissberg 
Grant M. Wheeler, Jr. 
Donald L. Wieber 

Elrod T. Woodbury

Following are the names of individ
uals who have been elected to current 
membership: 
Per A. Ahlberg 
Gerold C. Alexander 
Wilson E. Alexander 
Victor C. Amerio 
Eugene R. Anderson 
Garnett R. Bailey 
Arsenio B. Batoy, Jr. 
John G. Boumgarth, II 
James R. Bischof 
Billy S. Cain 
Michael D. Canon 
James A. Carson 
Dennis Chan 
Norman J. F. Chang 
Arthur S. Chen, Jr. 
Carl J. Clement, Jr. 
John R. Davis 
Royce D. Eckard 
Albert C. English 
William G. Erlinger 
James J. Gabbert 
Cesare A. Galtieri 
Gary B. Gordon 
Pierre H. Govaerts 
Richard J. Grant 
Wilmer E. Haas 
James L. Halcomb 
Wilbur D. Hayter 
Robert T. Hebson

Erwin W. Arvidson 
Dale L. Breit 
Donald K. Brewer 
Lewis Bruser 
Charles T. Hopper 
Norman L. Huntington

Almon E. Larsh, Jr.
C. Michael Melas

Elmer H. Luthman 
Jordon C J. Moh 
David R. Moyer 
Allan A. Porter 
Douglas B. Read 
Sanford S. Shapiro 
Glen H. Smerage 
Ronald H. Todd 
William W. Tong 
Carl E. Westenskow 

Edwin L. Wood

ASSOCIATE MEMBER 
William R Hutcherson 
Richard Kohler, Jr. 
Kenneth A. Lund 
Joseph Serena 
Don C. Smith 
Hons W. Toensfeldt

capsule

section
MEMBERSHIP

Following are the names of IRE mem
bers who have recently entered our 
area, thereby becoming members of the 
San Francisco Section:

I
3 2 COMMERCE 
SPRINGFIELD, NEW JERSEY

the

A line of solid-state regulated power 
supplies includes three main models 
which yield respective outputs of 3 to 
20 v d-c at 0-1.5 amp; 5 to 60 v <k 
at 0-1.5 amp; and 10 to 110 v d-c c’ 
0-0.75 amp.

With an input a-c power requirement 
of 105 to 125 v at 60 cps, the power 
supplies measure only 5¥2 in. wide 
8V8 in. high, and 13 in. deep. Among I 
their features are: an output impedance H 
of 500 milliohms or less, d-c to 2,000 II 
cps; regulation for input line-voltage ■ 
variation of 15 millivolts or ,/j%. I| 
whichever is greater; ripple of less than \ 
3 millivolts rms or 0.05% rms, which- ■ 

ever is greater.
Flite-Tronics, Inc., 3312 Burton Ave. 

nue, Burbank, Calif.

B. David James 
Andrejs Jurgens 
Vladimir Khvosfchinsky 
Kongsoo Kim 
Jackson C. Y. Koo 
John A. Kuypers 
Geoffrey N. T. Lack 
Horace M. Leavitt, Jr. 
Ronald H. Leckie 
Dale C. Lindley 
William F. Lindsay 
Gordon C. Lum 
Kay B. Mogleby 
Charles E. Morfin 
Thomas F. Mayne 
Edward McKaba

Following are the names of members 
who have recently been transferred to 
a higher grade of membership os noted: 
SENIOR MEMBER 
Martin Grushkin



TEAM

ELECTRONIC MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES

We’re
Scouting

BALDWIN-LIMA-HAMILTON, E. & I. Division, Waltham, Massachusetts
BOMAC LABORATORIES, INC., Beverly, Massachusetts
BOONTON RADIO CORPORATION, Boonton, New Jersey
DYMEC, A Division of Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, California
HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY, Palo Alto, California
KIN TEL, San Diego, California
F. L. MOSELEY CO., Pasadena. California
SANBORN COMPANY, Waltham, Massachusetts
VARIAN ASSOCIATES, Palo Alto, California

is potentially yoin 
lifetime playing co: 
The Neely diamon.' 
and New Mexico. . 
choice of positions. 
It’s the top of the 
information, an ini

inn

■ses in California, Arizona, Nevada 
• .-'ling, you may be able to play your

NEELY’S

..i di /Ja. Ifit I £rfij

Here’s the pitch: The Neely team of Field Engineers needs 
more players. If you have your B.S.E.E. and have already 
served in the league of practical electronics, you may be ready 
for one of Neely’s big i-.-acue Field Engineering positions.
You’ll work with the greatest team of electronic representatives 
in the country. YouT and service the products of another 
great team —the ni 'mg electronic manufacturers repre
sented by Neely. .est batting average in the industry

mber of the Neely team .. . and a

NORTH HOLLYWOOD, 3939 Lankershlm Blvd. • Ph: TR 7-0721 • TWX: N-HOL 7133 
SAN CARLOS, 501 Laurel St. • Phone LY 1-2626 • TWX: San Carlos-Belmont CAL 94 
SACRAMENTO, 1317 Fifteenth St. • Phone: Gl 2-8901 • TWX: SC 124 
SAN DIEGO, 1055 Shafter St. • Phone: AC 3-8103 • TWX: SD 6315 
ALBUQUERQUE, 6501 Lomas Blvd., N. E. • Phone: AL 5-5586 • TWX: AQ 172 
LAS CRUCES, 114 S. Water St. • Phone: JA 6-2486 • TWX: Las Cruces NM 5851 
PHOENIX, 641 E. Missouri Ave. • Phone: CR 4-5431 • TWX: PX 483 
TUCSON, 232 S. Tucson Blvd. • Phone: MA 3-2564 • TWX: TS 5981

tiing and the team is waiting. For 
and maybe some testing at home 

plate, check in at th - dugout. Call or write Mike Talbert, 
Senior Staff Engineer and Head Coach.
Batter up? Let’s play ball:
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Manufacturer Representative Manufacturer Representative
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Ad-Yu Electronics Lab, Inc.  
Andrew Corporation  ...
Arnold Engineering Company  
Ballantine Laboratories .  
Columbia Technical Corporation  
du Pont Company (Mylar Industrial) ................................
Elmar Electronics (Texas Instruments Inc.)  
Electro Scientific Industries, Inc  ..........
Flite-Tronics Inc . .......................
General Radio Co ..............................
Gertsch Products, Inc...................................................................
Hewlett-Packard Company   
Hill Co., J. T., 1682 Laurel, San Carlos; LY 3-7693. 
Huggins Laboratories, Inc  
Hughes Aircraft Co  
Illumitronic Engineering Corp  
International Business Machines Corp  
Kay Electric Co  
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division
McCarthy Assoc., 635 Oak Grove, Menlo Park;

DAvenport 6-7937 .............................................
Mid-Eastern Electronics, Inc

McCarthy Associates 
Instruments for Measurements 

..Jay Stone & Assoc. 
.T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
. V. T. Rupp Co. 
.. .Neely Enterprises 
...O'Halloran Assoc. 
..Premmco, Inc. 
...O'Halloran Assoc. 
.... McCarthy Assoc. 
..O'Halloran Assoc. 

. T. Louis Snitzer Co. 

.Jay Stone & Assoc. 
Jay Stone & Assoc. 

McCarthy Assoc 
....Neely Enterprises 
...O'Halloran Assoc.

T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
....McCarthy Assoc.

Hughes Aircraft Co.. 
Jerrold Electronics.... 
Kauke and Co., Inc.. 
Keithley Instruments 
Kepco, Inc  
Kin Tel.......................
Laboratory for Electronics  
Lindsay Structures  
Magnetic Amplifiers (Siegler) .. 
Massa Div., Cohu Electronics... 
Menlo Park Engineering  
Microwave Associates................
Microwave Dynamics Corp  
Microwave Electronics Corp  
Millivac Instrument Div., Cohu 
F. L. Moseley Co............................
Narda Microwave Corp.  
Norwood Unit (American Standard) J. T. Hill Co. 
Optimized Devices O'Halloran Associates 
Pacific Electro Magnetics Co T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
Polarad Electronics T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
Quan tech Labs.. Jay Stone & Associates
Radiation at Stanford O'Halloran Assoc. 
Sanborn Company Neely Enterprises 
Scientific-Allanta, Inc J. T. Hill Co. 
Sensitive Research Instrument McCarthy Assoc. 
Sierra Electronic Corp 
Sorensen & Co., Inc.
Sperry Microwave Electronics Co J. T. Hill Co. 
Technibilt Corp. J- T. Hill Co. 
Tel-lnstrument Electronics O'Halloran Associates 
Telonic Industries. T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
Trygon Electronics, Inc T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
Varian Associates Neely Enterprises 
Wiancko Engineering Co V. T. Rupp Co. 
Wiltron Co O'Halloran Assoc. 
Wincharger Corp. (Zenith Radio Corp.)..Premmco, Inc.

34
6

16
29

2
24

34

34
13

Ace Engineering & Meh. Co 
Accurate Instrument Co  
Adage, Inc..................................
Airflow Company....................
American Optical Co., Instrument Div 
Analab Instrument Corp  
Antenna Systems  
Antlab, Inc ...............
Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Corp.. 
Beckman/Berkeley Division  
Behlman Engineering Co  
Bogart Microwave .....
Bomac Laboratories, Inc............
Boonton Electronics Corp.........
Communications Control Corp 
Components Engineering & Mfg. Co 
Datafilter Corp Jay Stone & Assoc. 
Daytronic Corp 
Di-Tran Corp,...
DuMont Labs, Tubes & Instruments.... 
Dymec, Div. Hewlett-Packard Co  
Dynamics Instrumentation Co  
E-H Research Laboratories, Inc  
Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc 
Electromagnetics, Inc  
Electronic Measurements Co 
Emerson & Cuming  
John Fluke Mfg. Co  
Franklin Electronics, Inc  
General Communication  
Genesys  
Glass-Tite Industries  
Hamner Electronics ..........
Hathaway Denver  
Heli-Coil Corp  
Hewlett-Packard Company... 
Huggins Labs., Inc

Premmco, Inc. 
Jay Stone & Assoc.

... J. T. Hill Co. 

. Premmco, Inc. 
J. T. Hill Co. 

V. T. Rupp Co. 
T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
.Jay Stone & Assoc. 
... Neely Enterprises 
........ V. T. Rupp Co. 
.T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
..Jay Stone & Assoc. 
.. Neely Enterprises 
....O'Halloran Assoc. 
..T. Louis Snitzer Co. 

Premmco

McCarthy Associates 
McCarthy Associates 

...J. T. Hill Co. 
....... Neely Ent. 
...J, T. Hill Co. 
V. T. Rupp Co. 

J. T. Hill Co. 
O'Halloran Associates 

O'Halloran Assoc. 
.......... McCarthy Assoc. 
.......... McCarthy Assoc. 
.....T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
.....T. Louis Snitzer Co. 
........O'Halloran Assoc. 
..... lay Stone & Assoc. 
..McCarthy Associates 
.................. J. T. Hill Co. 
............... Premmco, Inc. 
....... Neely Enterprises 
........O'Halloran Assoc.

31
28

3
31
31
21
17
22
32
36
35
 15

34
 11

23
27
20
27

18, 19

29, 34
32

20, 34 
..... 25 
.... 27 
.. 34 
 4 

.7, 30

Miller Co., J. W
Neely Enterprises, 501 Laurel, San Carlos; LY 1-2626;

1317 - 15th Street, Sacramento; GL 2-8901 33, 34
Northern California Employment  ^8
O'Halloran & Associates, 825 San Antonio,

Palo Alto; DAvenport 6-1493  
Periodical Monitor & Abstract Service  -• 
Permanent Employment Agency 
Premmco, Inc., 2406 Lincoln, Alameda; LA 3-9495 
Rantec Corp...............................................................................
Radio Corporation of America .....................................
Rupp Co., V. T., 1182 Los Altos Ave., Los Altos;

WHitecliff 8-1483 ......................................................
Snitzer Co., T. L., 510 So. Mathilda Ave., Sunnyvale;

REgent 6-6733 ..............................................................
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc  
Stone Associates, Jay, Box 583, Sunnyvale;

WHitecliff 8-2770  
Tektronix, Inc  
Tech-Ser, Inc  
Tung-Sol Electric Inc  
Varian Associates  
Western Gold & Platinum Co



GERTSCH
VARIABLE PHASE STANDARD

—Gertsc/—
GERTSCH PRODUCTS, Inc.,

3211 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif. • UPton 0-2761 • VErmont 9-2201 
Northern California Office: 794 West Olive, Sunnyvale, California, REgent 6-7031

JMODEL VPS 1

Precise generation of voltage vectors. The Gertsch VPS-1 
generates 2 signals differing in phase by any angle from 0° to 
360°, as determined by front-panel controls. The reference signal 
has a fixed amplitude of 50V rms. The vector output, which may 
be displaced in phase, has a maximum amplitude of 50V rms, and 
can be attenuated in steps of 50 mv within a range of 0-50V rms.

Completely self-contained-unit requires no accessories for op
eration. Case or rack mounted. Send for literature VPS-1.

■

Operation at any 3 frequencies within a range of 150-3000 
cps is provided by a front panel selector switch. Fine adjust con
trol permits varying the frequencies ±5% max.
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--permits shifting of phase between
2 self-generated voltages to any desired 
angle, with accuracy better than ±.05



Write For 
Complete Information

at a common junction point. Each of the lines contains an 
adjustable loop which samples the field within the line. In 
making measurements, these loops are adjusted for a null 
with the aid of an appropriate null detector. (G-R Type 
DNT Detector recommended.) At null, the settings of the 
conductance and susceptance loops times a multiplying fac
tor established by a third loop gives the value of the unknown.

Nothing approaches the G-R Admittance Meter in simplic
ity, ease of use, versatility, and accuracy for admittance, im
pedance, and VSWR measurements at frequencies from 20 
to 1500 Me.

Its design is basic... three coaxial lines, one containing a 
conductance standard, one a susceptance standard, and one 
for connection to the unknown, are fed from a voltage source

<z+JjKir 
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Type 1602-B
Admittance Meter . . .

$295

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY
WEST CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS

G-R Unit Oscillator, and DNT Detector System inside an aircraft model. Pull 
cords connected to the Admittance Meter’s controls were run out to a remote 
point where the operator could make his measurements without disturbing the 
setup. By adjusting the cords and using a surveyor's transit to read the instru
ment scales, accurate measurements could readily be made.

A tribute to the Admittance Meter’s versatility is its use at Grumman Aircraft, 
Bethpage, Long Island. Grumman engineers were faced with the problem of 
making accurate measurements on developmental aircraft antennas without in
fluencing, by their physical presence, the antenna's radiation pattern or im
pedance characteristics. As a solution, they mounted an Admittance Meter, a

WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE . . . 20-1500 Me; direct reading from 41-1500 Me;
useful for matching to 2000 Me.

DIRECT READING RANGES that are independent of frequency
Conductance: 0.2 to 1000 millimhos
Susceptance: ±0.2 to ±1000 millimhos

With Vi-wavelength line between unknown and Meter, scales become direct 
reading in Resistance from 1 to 5000*..', and Reactance from ±1 to ±5000(1.

EASY TO USE ... no sliding balances to chase . . . only three levers to adjust
★ UNCOMPLICATED CONSTRUCTION guarantees long, reliable 

f operation and insures that basic ±3% accuracy will be held indefinitely.
SMALL, LIGHTWEIGHT, PORTABLE ... ideal for antenna 
measurements
A WIDE VARIETY OF ACCESSORIES available to extend 
versatility:
Balun for measurements on balanced lines and circuits. 
Component Mount for measuring circuit elements. 
Terminations for measuring reflection coefficient.
Adaptors ranging from BNC to 3%-inch rigid line for 

measurements with any connector system.
Oscillators and detector systems for complete frequency 

coverage.
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